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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Rajan (2010) argues that, beginning in the early 1990s, concerns over increasing income inequality and a bedrock faith in the welfare improving benefits of home ownership led U.S. policymakers to expand mortgage lending to lower income, “non-prime” households. Technological developments furthered these efforts, as personal computing allowed for the application of statistically-based default models and credit risk analytics to generate “scientific” credit risk underwriting assessments of loan applicants. These early developments were further enhanced in the early 2000s by the rapid development of internet-based mortgage lending platforms as well as an increasing demand for private-label mortgage-backed securities. The combination of hard – written, quantifiable and verifiable – credit risk information analytics with an originate-to-distribute approach to mortgage production helped change the lending landscape from a “relational” to a “transactional” business.¹

A critical vulnerability in this shift was that there was little historical subprime mortgage loan servicing data with which to empirically estimate the automated credit underwriting models. Instead, prime mortgage loan data and subjective assessment were used, resulting in models that were noisy (low precision) and possibly biased (excessively optimistic). This critical vulnerability became less concerning to most market participants as subprime mortgages performed well on a credit basis through the 1990s and into the middle 2000s. In other words, the risk of model misspecification and error became increasingly neglected as confidence in credit scoring technologies (CSTs) rose (see Gennaioli et al. 2015 and Gennaioli and Shleifer 2018).

The unexpected increase in subprime mortgage default rates in late 2006 and 2007, and then the collapse of the financial market in 2008, brought non-prime mortgage originations to a standstill, with a loss of confidence in the CSTs applied during pre-crisis period. Yet, income inequality problems in the U.S. remain and have in fact worsened, with housing in many U.S. cities becoming increasingly unaffordable (Gabriel and Painter 2018).² This has generated a renewed policy

¹See Stein (2002), Keys et al. (2010), Rajan et al. (2015), Miller (2015) and Liberti and Petersen (2017). Also note that the Fannie-Freddie dominated prime mortgage market has for decades been an originate-to-distribute loan production process, with automated underwriting introduced in the middle 1980s. This was not the case for non-prime mortgage lending, as, until the middle 1990s, lending generally occurred on a local or regional basis, with most of the loans held on the lender’s balance sheet. Finally, see our on-line Appendix, Section A.1, for additional historical background on non-prime mortgage market and credit scoring model development.

²For the U.S., see the National Association of Realtors’ Housing Affordability Index, which doubled in the period
interest in non-prime mortgage lending and the emergence of newer non-bank financial firms such as FinTech lending platforms that apply sophisticated CSTs of their own to underwrite and price mortgage loans (see the 2017 Bank of International Settlements Report and the 2015 March 3 Goldman Sachs Report).³

With this background in mind, the goal of this paper is to construct a model that highlights and captures the general equilibrium effects of how changes in the credit scoring technologies affect access of lower-income non-prime consumers to mortgage loan and owner-occupied housing markets. In our model, the non-prime mortgage market structure is determined by the relative sizes of two distinct loan funding sources for consumers. One source is traditional banks (TBs). TBs typically have a local presence and function like “relationship” lenders, having acquired soft information on customer credit quality based on face-to-face interactions and the provision of other financial services such as checking accounts, credit cards and other consumer loans. TBs are subject to constraints that limit the quantity of mortgages they can originate to hold in portfolio in any given period. The second potential source of mortgage loan funding is non-bank (NB) lenders, which are typically more remote and “transactional” in nature, and which largely “originate-to-distribute” (OTD) their loans into the secondary mortgage market. These non-banks enjoy fewer constraints on their origination activities, due largely to their loan sales activities and reduced regulatory scrutiny.⁴ NB lenders rely on hard credit information that is input into a CST to make yes-no underwriting decisions. Secondary market investors who buy mortgages from NB lenders also rely on the same hard credit information.

CST is modeled as a Bayesian prior that measures the likelihood of making a credit related classification error in the yes-no loan funding decision.⁵ A posterior belief is generated using Bayes rule, which combines the CST-based prior with the endogenous proportion of lower- versus

---

³See also “Subprime mortgages make a comeback — with a new name and soaring demand”, CNBC, April 12, 2018.

⁴We follow the definition of the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and use the term non-bank (non-depository) lender to refer to what has been labeled a shadow bank. FinTech firms are a sub-category of shadow banks, also following our definition of non-banks. Other common labels for non-banks prior to the financial crisis include conduit lenders, distance lenders, non-integrated banks, narrow banks, and arm’s length lenders.

⁵Statistically-based metrics such as model goodness-of-fit as well as more qualitative factors can affect priors, where qualitative factors are likely to play a more important role when historical lending experience is limited, as it was in non-prime mortgage lending prior to the onset of the recent financial crisis.
higher-risk types in the population of non-prime loan applicants. The resulting posterior measures the credit quality of the NB lender’s mortgage loan pool, and thus provides a basis for calculating the credit risk adjusted mortgage loan rate.

The source of mortgage funding, and hence the loan market configuration, is endogenously determined. The fundamental trade-off with respect to the source, cost and quantity of mortgage funding is, on the one hand, the availability of soft credit risk information in the case of TBs versus access to greater secondary market liquidity in the case of NBs. Due to being endowed with superior credit quality information, TBs lend to lower-risk borrowers and thus enjoy lower rates of default, which reduces the cost of mortgage credit for the consumer. On the other hand, depending on the perceived classification precision of available CST, NBs expect to experience a higher rate of default on the loans they originate. This causes the pooled mortgage loan rate to increase relative to the loan rate offered by the TB. But secondary market investors are more patient than originating lenders, which lowers the cost of funds for NBs to partially or wholly offset the credit risk spread caused by CST-based classification error.

TBs and NBs post mortgage rates in their attempt to attract creditworthy loan applicants. Consumers see those posted rates and, conditional on their risk profile, endogenously sort to their preferred mortgage funding source. A particularly interesting equilibrium mortgage lending structure results when NBs are the preferred source of loan funds. Due to capacity limits that constrain TB origination volume, some creditworthy consumers are rationed out of the TB loan market. Once rejected, depending on the cost of NB mortgage capital, these borrowers will either reapply for a NB loan or decide to rent. If home ownership is preferred to renting, and the creditworthy loan applicant is classified as such, the consumer obtains a mortgage loan. But this loan is at a higher cost than a loan obtained from a TB, resulting in a smaller house and lower consumer welfare. When the creditworthy borrower is erroneously classified as high risk, and thus denied credit from both mortgage loan sources, the consumer has no other option but to rent. Thus, as part of the same equilibrium regime, creditworthy applicants might either borrow from a TB and own a larger home, borrow from a NB and own a smaller home, or rent.

With a focus on the credit scoring, we use our two-period model to characterize equilibrium market configurations as three alternative mortgage funding-house price regimes. In a first regime, traditional bank lending is dominant, as credit scoring technologies are sufficiently prim-
itive so as to make the NB mortgage loan market unattractive to creditworthy borrowers. In this regime, credit worthy borrowers either own a house with mortgage funding obtained from a TB or rent, where the rental outcome results from binding TB capacity constraints.

With improvements in CST associated with updated beliefs as to its credit risk classification accuracy, a NB lending market emerges in a second regime as the back-up choice for creditworthy borrowers that are rationed out of the preferred TB loan market. Imperfect classification precision creates the opportunity for high-risk borrowers to apply for a mortgage loan in this regime, hoping to be misclassified as a low-risk type. The loan application acceptance rate and pooled mortgage loan rate are endogenously determined in the NB mortgage lending sector. As noted earlier, creditworthy households’ first preference in this case is to own by borrowing from a NB, then to own by borrowing from a NB, and rent as a last resort.\(^6\) House prices accelerate when the NB loan market emerges, with home ownership rates expanding rapidly due to availability of secondary market mortgage capital. This direct link between aggregate non-prime mortgage supply and house prices is in accordance with the empirical findings of Mian and Sufi (2009) and Gabriel and Rosenthal (2015).

A third regime occurs when CST precision improves sufficiently so that the NB loan is preferred over the TB loan by creditworthy borrowers. At the regime boundary, lower-risk consumers migrate *en masse* from the TB to NB lending sector. This migration endogenously increases the proportion of low-risk borrowers applying for a NB loan, causing the cost of mortgage capital (quantities) to experience large discrete decreases (increases). House prices also increase rapidly at the regime boundary, registering a large discrete jump that signifies a housing market “boom”. The TB sector does not completely vanish, however, since there will be credit-worthy borrowers that are rejected in the NB market and who then use the TB market as their back-up FUNDING choice. These results is consistent with Ashcraft et al.’s (2012) finding that, at the onset of the financial crisis, the volume of credit intermediated by the NB lending system was nearly twice that of credit intermediated by the traditional banking system.

A housing market bust is characterized by reversing the order of the identified regimes. Busts happen when NB/secondary market investors recalibrate downward the perceived classification.

\(^6\)Our result that an improvement in hard credit scoring technology can lead to increases in the quantity of lending and also more lending to relatively opaque risky borrowers is similar to the effects of the small business credit scoring on commercial bank lending, as empirically documented by Berger et al. (2005).
accuracy of the CST. In general, the cause of the downward revision in CST classification precision can come from several sources, including new information indicating that their models failed to accurately predict failure (Case 2008, Rajan et al. 2015). Separately or together with downward revisions to CST precision, a recalibration could also occur in the assessed proportion of lower versus higher risk consumers in the potential loan applicant pool. This occurs, for example, when overly optimistic expectations regarding upward income mobility of non-prime consumers are revised downward (Mian and Sufi 2017). This bust scenario matches rather closely the market’s reaction when early term defaults hit the subprime mortgage market in late 2006 and early 2007 (see Brunnemeier 2009, pp. 81-83), raising, among other things, concerns over the possible misrepresentation of borrower incomes stated in loan applications (Ambrose et al. 2016, Mian and Sufi 2017).

Our characterizations of belief formation, the resulting effects of the credit scoring channel on mortgage and housing markets, the centrality of borrower income and employment to credit assessment, and the post-crisis decline of subprime lending all tie closely to the empirical findings of Cotter et al. (2015). Our model also endogenizes “lax screening” of the type identified by Keys et al. (2010), Purnanandam (2011) and Rajan et al. (2015), where increasingly lax screening follows from the introduction and growth of a secondary mortgage market that relies on hard information only in the credit risk assessment process.

Our model posits limited lender recourse in the case of borrower default, allowing the borrower to keep a minimum subsistence rent if default occurs. In lieu of debt repayment, the lender seizes the house as pledged security as well as income, if any, in excess of that needed to meet the subsistence rent payment. Limited recourse functions as a credible commitment

---

7 As Chip Case explained in the fall of 2008, “the problem was that the regressions on which the automated underwriting systems were based had been run with data from a 20-year period of continuously rising national home prices... [T]he model concluded that as long as a portfolio was regionally diversified and pricing was based on credit scores, loan-to-value ratios, and so forth, the business would be profitable. When instead home prices declined everywhere and regional cycles became more synchronized, the model no longer fit the data.” See also Cotter et al. (2015) for more on the issue of regional house price synchronization.

8 Limited recourse mortgage contracts are representative of the non-prime mortgage market in most states in the US. According to Rao and Walsh (2009), only three states out of 50 exclude any form of recourse to help lenders recover mortgage loan balance repayment shortfalls associated with residential mortgage default and foreclosure.

9 Our large economy allows us to prove equilibrium existence even in the presence of this non-convexity in the consumer’s budget constraint. See also Poblete-Cacenabe and Torres-Martinez (2013) for a general equilibrium model with a continuum of consumers and limited recourse contracts, where equilibrium exists for any continuous garnishment rule and multiple types of reimbursement mechanisms.
device for creditworthy consumers, who basically pledge their excess income to the lender by purchasing a larger house. This increases mortgage proceeds and hence consumer welfare, and follows because these consumers can afford to repay a larger loan. In contrast, non-creditworthy consumers that (erroneously) receive mortgage funding lack the income to meet their repayment promise, and thus default on the loan.\textsuperscript{10} The introduction of limited recourse lending thus allows creditworthy consumers to better identify themselves in secured credit markets, where CST can be applied to further aid in credit risk type identification.\textsuperscript{11}

Because non-prime loan contracts are limited recourse, house prices \textit{per se} – which are endogenously determined in general equilibrium and changing with the assessed classification precision of the CST – do \textit{not} determine the net worth of a consumer type. This feature departs from Brueckner et al. (2012) in that the CST becomes income-only driven in our model (it screens good and bad types by looking at their second period endowments only), which is sufficient to generate the collapse of the subprime conduit mortgage market (the collapse occurs because good type consumers prefer renting over owning a house when NB loan terms are prohibitive). In Brueckner et al. mortgage contracts are non-recourse, with borrower’s default risk being observable.\textsuperscript{12} This allows mortgage lenders’ expectations of a high house price growth to increase the consumer’s FICO score through current prices, which in turn spurs subprime lending.

In a related paper, Brueckner et al. (2016) study the link between house price expectations and the use of alternative mortgage products. They argue that, as future price gains are perceived as more likely, the riskiness of alternative contracts lessen to encourage their use. In our model, the choice is between a TB loan and a NB loan, not the type of mortgage contract. As perceived CST classification precision improves and secondary market liquidity increases, house prices increase (prices are simultaneously endogenously determined in general equilibrium) and consumers find NB loans more attractive. The mix of loans by originator type (rather than mortgage contract

\textsuperscript{10}Full non-recourse (losing only the house in default), without an ability to pledge additional income or assets as security, would be incapable of generating credible commitment on the part of low-risk consumers. This in turn would significantly reduce loan proceeds - even when credit risk type is known by the lender with certainty - and hence housing consumption, to neuter incremental benefits associated with the application of CST by NBs. See Geanakoplos and Zame (2014) for a general equilibrium model with non-recourse collateralized loans.

\textsuperscript{11}Our setting with limited recourse mortgage lending also departs from those models that consider uncollateralized lending, such as credits cards; see, for example, Athreya et al. (2012) and Chatterjee et al. (2011).

\textsuperscript{12}See Brueckner (2000) for an adverse-selection model of mortgage lending with two types of borrowers that differ in “default costs”.
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type) changes as a result.

Another feature of our model is that it endogenizes financial markets to affect the local urban economy. In particular, structural details of the mortgage contract design and financial market industrial organization are shown to feed back to affect the consumer’s rent versus own decision. We also show how local housing construction quality and minimum lot size regulations, which effectively impose a minimum house size constraint, create formidable barriers to home ownership for non-prime households. Housing affordability problems in lower income areas are thus, in part, the result of local regulation, as without minimum house size constraints, lower income households that are excluded from home ownership could otherwise purchase smaller houses with smaller mortgage loan amounts.

We also consider the effects of surreptitious acquisition of soft information by NBs, which is used by the NB loan originator to select against secondary mortgage market investors. Soft information acquisition by the NB loan originator improves credit risk classification precision, thus diminishing classification error. Loans that are reclassified from accepts to rejects (reclassified lemons) provide the opportunity for adverse selection, since secondary market investors believe those loans to be acceptable based on hard information only. We show that, in certain cases, the credit quality of the resulting sold loan portfolio can actually exceed that based on hard information only. We also demonstrate how adverse selection of this type exacerbates boom and bust in housing markets, due to the increased aggregate quantity of mortgage loans originated. Another insight from this extension of the model is that the endogenously determined quantity of soft information acquired decreases in the effective mortgage distribution rate.

As noted earlier, our paper contributes to the literature of lax screening in secondary mortgage markets – see, e.g., Keys, Mukherjee, Seru, and Vig (2010), Purnanandam (2011) and Rajan et al (2015). In particular, we show how (perceived) improvements to CST expand the market share of NBs which rely on only hard information in making loan underwriting decisions. Thus greater market share of non-bank lenders implies increasingly lax screening as defined in the literature. When we add the possibility of adverse selection by NB loan originators on loans sold into the secondary market, lax screening by secondary market investors implies an opportunity for NB loan originators to (potentially) further dilute the credit quality of a loan pool below that which would occur based on underwriting with hard information only.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the model. Section 3 provides the equilibrium definition and states the equilibrium existence result. Section 4 discusses the characteristics of equilibrium mortgage rates and characterizes equilibrium mortgage and housing market configurations as they depend on the available CST. Section 5 examines the role of CST and other key parameters in describing the evolution of non-prime mortgage lending in the US, and characterizes house price boom and bust in relation to equilibrium regime changes. Section 6 elaborates on the role of lax screening and income misrepresentation under the lens of our model. This section also examines other channels that can trigger a regime change, including secondary market liquidity and the fundamental proportion of low-risk consumers. Section 7 extends the model to allow for non-bank lenders to surreptitiously acquire soft information regarding loan credit quality, while secondary market investors limit their attention to mortgage prices and loan quantities they expect to see in the secondary market. Section 8 concludes. The Appendix is reserved for additional explanations, results, and proofs.

2 Model

In our economy there is a continuum of lenders, investors and consumers that we collectively refer to as agents. All agents live for two periods, \( t = 1, 2 \), with agent choices and market clearing occurring at the beginning of each period. We will also refer to consumers as households. Our focus is on what we call “non-prime” households. Non-prime households do not meet “prime” credit quality underwriting standards set by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. More generally, non-prime loans can be thought of and categorized as “below investment grade” in terms of overall credit quality. For simplicity, we ignore the housing and mortgage markets of prime households, and assume that non-prime households cluster together in what we call “non-prime neighborhoods”.

There are two consumption goods: owner-occupied housing and the numeraire good. There are positive endowments of the numeraire good in both periods, although possibly in different amounts. We take the aggregate supply (demand) of the owner-occupied housing good in the first (second) period as exogenously given, and equal to \( \bar{H} = 1 \).\(^{13}\) Later, in Section 4, we will explain

\(^{13}\)The assumption of inelastic housing supply is realistic given that most non-prime neighborhoods are located in
that our baseline model naturally extends to an overlapping generations economy under specific assumptions on the consumer’s utility function.

In period 1 all households are endowed with a subsistence rent (SR) equal to $\omega^{SR} > 0$ units of the numeraire good. One can think of $\omega^{SR}$ as a provision that ensures all households access to basic shelter in the rental housing market. For modeling purposes assume the endowment is fungible, in the sense that it can also be used to fund a down payment on a owner-occupied house should the non-prime household qualify for a mortgage.

We follow Mian and Sufi (2009), Ambrose et al. (2016), and others with a focus on household income as it affects a household’s ability to obtain a non-prime mortgage and to successfully make the required mortgage payments. In particular, assume in the second period a certain proportion of consumers are expected to experience a positive income shock (e.g., get a better job/salary), with $\omega^+ > \omega^{SR}$, while the rest of the pool remains at their current income level $\omega^{SR}$. Label the consumers that experience an increase in their second period endowment as G-type and those who don’t as B-type. Consumers know their type in period 1, but are unable to verifiably convey that information to outside parties on their own. The measures of types G and B consumers in the economy are $\lambda_G$ and $\lambda_B$, respectively. We refer to the ratio $\lambda_G/(\lambda_G + \lambda_B)$ as the fundamental proportion of G-type consumers in the economy.

The owner-occupied housing market is subject to a minimum house size $H^{\text{min}}$ that eliminates small owner-occupied houses that could otherwise rely exclusively on the numeraire good endowment to fund ownership.\footnote{See Green and Malpezzi (1996) for a discussion of how minimum house size regulations are applied in the U.S. and other countries, and how consumption standards, such as minimum lot sizes, exclude low-income groups. See also NAHB Research Center (2007) and the Wharton Housing Regulation Index for measures of housing regulation.} We shall see that, in equilibrium, the minimum house size restriction implies that, in order to buy a house in the first period, a consumer needs a mortgage (the subsistence rent endowment is not enough to fund a house purchase).

Before presenting the remaining details of our model, some useful notation is introduced. We denote an agent by $a$ and the set of all agents by $A$. If the agent is a household/consumer (independently of its type), we write $h$, if it is a lender (independently of its type), we write $l$, and if it is a secondary market investor, we write $i$. We further represent the non-atomic measure space of agents in our economy by $(A, \mathcal{A}, \lambda)$, where $\mathcal{A}$ is a $\sigma$-algebra of subsets of the set of agents previously developed urban areas; see Mian and Sufi (2009) for further discussion and evidence. For an equilibrium model of affordable housing development with financial subsidies to developers, see Luque (2018).
in \( A \), and \( \lambda \) is the associated Lebesgue measure. We will also denote the subsets of households, lenders, and investors by \( \mathcal{H}, \mathcal{L}, \mathcal{I} \), respectively; the subsets of G- and B-type households by \( G \) and \( B \), respectively; and the subsets of TBs and NBs by \( TB \) and \( NB \), respectively. For simplicity, we will assume \( \lambda(TB) = \lambda(NB) = \lambda(I) = 1 \). For the sake of presentation, we will also write \( \lambda(G) \equiv \lambda_G \) and \( \lambda(B) \equiv \lambda_B \).

2.1 Lenders, Credit Scoring, and Mortgage Distribution

**Funding sources**: To obtain a mortgage, consumers may attempt to borrow from two different types of funding sources: a local *traditional bank* (TB) or a remote *non-bank lender* (NB). The main differences between the two are the following:

- TBs are local lenders with access to soft information on customer credit quality based on time-consuming personal interactions (those personal interactions that generated memorable soft information occurred sometime in the past, with acquisition cost being sunk). NBs are remote lenders that have had no documented historical relations and that rely on only hard information to make lending decisions. Hard information is measurable as well as easy to store and transmit in impersonal ways available to all agents at no cost.\(^{15}\) Soft information cannot be reduced to a numerical score nor is easily transferable to outsiders (Liberti and Petersen 2017).\(^{16}\) We assume that the combination of hard and soft information allows TBs to know the consumer’s type with certainly.\(^{17}\)

- TBs are subject to a significantly higher regulatory burden than NBs (see Buchak et al. 2018 for empirical evidence, as well as Fuster et al. 2018 for analysis in the context of

\(^{15}\)Examples of hard information are FICO scores, current borrower employment and income information, fixed payment obligations, certain known neighborhood characteristics, and publicly available information on local economic growth prospects. These factors and others may also interact with one another to affect the credit quality of the loan applicant.

\(^{16}\)See also Stein (2002), Keys et al. (2010), Rajan et al. (2015), and Miller (2015) for more on the role of soft information in non-prime mortgage lending. See Adams et al. (2009) for work that focuses on how different lenders’ information sets affect mortgage loan outcomes, borrowers’ default, and market unraveling.

\(^{17}\)We note that complete information on the part of the TB is not required for our results to go through - all that is required is that the TB possesses at least some soft information that the NB and secondary market investors do not have. We make the complete information assumption with no real loss of generality and only to simplify the analysis.
FinTech mortgage lending\(^{18}\)). As a result, TBs face capacity constraints and therefore may not be able to serve all mortgage applicants.

- NB lenders are “transactional” in nature – they largely “originate-to-distribute” (OTD) –, whereas TBs keep a significant higher share of their mortgages in portfolio. For example, according to Buchak et al. 2018, TB mortgage loan retention share has declined since 2007, but has never declined below 30%).

**Credit scoring:** Both TBs and NBs only originate a mortgage if the consumer is identified as a G-type, i.e., rating=G. This loan origination policy is endogenously determined, and follows because of the presence of limited recourse mortgage contracts and a minimum house size (discussed below). We define the credit scoring technology (CST) that is applied by lender \(l = TB, NB\) as \(CST^l = Pr^l(\text{rating}=G|\text{G})\). Generally speaking, \(CST^l\) is a subjective probability that is founded on credit experience, possibly combined with statistical as well as qualitative modeling analytics, to form a belief that quantifies the technology’s predictive power in generating a yes-no lending decision. As such, \(CST^l\) is not necessarily purely statistically based, where qualitative factors such as “confidence” or other behavioral factors can exert first-order effects in belief formation (see Gennaioli and Shleifer 2018 for insights on the role of beliefs on the recent financial crisis, and how beliefs shaped financial markets, leading to expansions of credit and leverage). To simplify the analysis, we assume that \(Pr^l(\text{rating}=G|\text{G}) = Pr^l(\text{rating}=B|\text{B})\).

Mortgage loan credit quality based on classification accuracy is determined using Bayes’ rule, which is a posterior probability that measures the lender’s belief as to the credit quality of the originated mortgage loan pool. This posterior probability can be written as follows:

\[
Pr^l(G|\text{rating}=G) = \frac{CST^l \cdot \hat{\pi}_G^l}{CST^l \cdot \hat{\pi}_G^l + (1 - CST^l) \cdot \hat{\pi}_B^l}
\]  

(1)

where \(\hat{\pi}_G^l\) denotes the proportion of G-type consumers among all consumers that attempt to borrow from lender \(l\). This posterior probability provides the basis for loan pricing conditional on loan approval.\(^{19}\) By assumption, NBs have incomplete information regarding consumer type

---

\(^{18}\)Much of the growth in the post-crisis non-prime market has been attributed to “Fintech”, which are firms that generally operate as on-line mortgage originators and that leverage alternative sources of information and the “big data” approaches inherent in technology-based lending.

\(^{19}\)This measure corresponds to Rajan et al.’s (2015) interest rate formulation as stated in their equations (2) and (4), where ours is structured to depend specifically on the credit scoring technology and the relative proportion of
in the soft information domain, but complete information in the hard information domain. For simplicity, as noted earlier, we assume \( CST^{TB} = 1 \) to capture the idea that the TB’s access to soft information allows it to perfectly screen the type of borrower. Because non-banks lack soft information, we assume \( CST^{NB} < 1 \).

To simplify our notation, we write the lender \( l \)’s posterior measure of credit quality of the mortgage pool

\[
\pi^l \equiv \Pr^l(G|\text{rating}=G).
\]

Importantly, this belief \( \pi^l \) is endogenous in our model, as it depends on the endogenous variable \( \hat{\pi}_G^l \). This is a fundamental difference from Frankel and Jin (2005) and Chatterjee et al. (2011), where the lender’s belief (or “credit scoring function” in Chatterjee et al.’s terminology) is taken as a parameter and thus independent of the market structure. Our use of the Bayes’ rule is essentially static, where the credit scoring technology (rather than the credit score itself) enters as a parameter. Chatterjee et al.’s dynamic model of reputation acquisition follows instead a “Bayes inference” approach, where the individual’s type score is updated every period given his actions in the credit market. The novelty in our approach is that the proportion of lower-risk consumers applying for a loan in a particular market segment is endogenous, which in turn makes lenders’ posterior beliefs on the credit quality of their loan pools, and therefore credit scoring, endogenous.

Given the credit scoring technology \( CST^l \), the measure of consumers that are able to borrow from lender \( l = TB, NB \) is given by

\[
\lambda(G\text{-Rating}) = CST^l \cdot \hat{\lambda}_G^l + (1 - CST^l) \cdot \hat{\lambda}_B^l,
\]

where \( \hat{\lambda}_G^l \) and \( \hat{\lambda}_B^l \) are the measures of G-type and B-type consumers that apply for a loan in market \( l \). For each mortgage market \( l = TB, NB \), measures \( \hat{\lambda}_G^l \) and \( \hat{\lambda}_B^l \) are endogenously determined in equilibrium, consistent with the (endogenous) proportion of G-type consumers in market \( l \).

**Mortgage distribution:** A lender type \( l = TB, NB \) is not only characterized by its CST, but also by its mortgage distribution rate \( d^l \). This parameter is such that \( 0 \leq d^{TB} < d^{NB} \leq 1 \).

---

G-types in the loan application pool.
The second inequality corresponds to a model restriction that TBs keep a higher share of their mortgages in portfolio than NBs (Buchak et al. 2018). Also notice that in practice, \( d^{NB} \) is often equal to 1 for NBs (their business model is originate-to-distribute). But it can be smaller than 1 if, for example, NBs promise to keep some “skin-in-the-game” or are subject to regulation that requires such a practice.

By letting \( \phi^l \geq 0 \) denote the face value of mortgages originated by lender \( l \) and \( z^l \geq 0 \) the face value of mortgages originated by lender \( l \) that are sold into the secondary market, we can write:

\[
z^l = d^l \phi^l,
\]

Roughly speaking, equation (2) says that lender \( l \) distributes the promised fraction \( d^l \) of its originated mortgage payments into the secondary mortgage market. Equation (2) together with parameter values \( 0 \leq d^{TB} < d^{NB} \leq 1 \), \( CST^{TB} = 1 \), and \( CST^{NB} < 1 \) define the two possible loan origination models.

**Lender’s optimization problem:** We assume that all lenders are risk neutral with time discount factor \( \theta^l < 1 \). Lenders’ objective function is of the form \( \Phi^l = x_1 + \theta^l x_2 \), where \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) represent the lender \( l \)'s consumption of the numeraire good at dates 1 and 2, respectively. The assumption of lender risk neutrality is common in the literature; see e.g. Arslan et al. (2015), Chatterjee et al. (2011), Dell’Ariccia and Marquez (2006), Frankel and Jin (2015), Guler (2015), and Fishman and Parker (2015). Lender \( l \) is subject to budget constraints \( x_1^l \leq \omega^l_1 - q^l \phi^l + \tau z^l \) and \( x_2^l \leq (1 - d^l)(\pi^l \phi^l + (1 - \pi^l)\lambda(G-Rating^l)\delta p_2 H_1^G) \) at dates 1 and 2, respectively. Because the lender’s objective function is strictly increasing in the consumption of the numeraire good, we can write the budget constraints with equality. Thus,

\[
\Phi^l(\phi^l) \equiv (\omega^l_1 - q^l \phi^l + \tau^l z^l) + \theta^l(1 - d^l)(\pi^l \phi^l + (1 - \pi^l)\delta p_2 H_1^G(G-Rating^l))
\]

Here \( q^l \) denotes the discounted mortgage price for lender \( l \), which reflects the cost of mortgage loan capital, \( \phi^l \) is the lender \( l \)'s mortgage face value (which is promised to be repaid in period
2) and \( q^l \varphi^l \) is the mortgage loan amount that is funded in period 1. Notice that, because the measure of each type of lender is 1, \( \varphi^l \) and \( q^l \varphi^l \) represent the aggregate loan repayment promise required and amount of credit offered by lenders of type \( l \). The discount price of the mortgages sold by lender \( l \) in the secondary mortgage market is \( \tau^l \).

The lender’s first period endowment of the numeraire good, \( \omega^l_1 \), is assumed to be positive, and, for simplicity, we assume the second period endowment equal to \( \omega^l_2 = 0 \).

The lender incurs direct foreclosure costs associated with repossessing the house and reselling it. This results in a loss to the lender of \((1 - \delta)p_2H_1\) per foreclosure, where \( \delta \in [0, 1] \) denotes the foreclosure recovery rate, \( p_2 \) is the price of owner-occupied housing in the second period, and \( H_1 \) is the house size purchased by a G-rated consumer in the first period. Both \( H_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are endogenously determined in the model.

The term \( \pi^l \varphi^l + (1 - \pi^l)\lambda(G\text{-Rating}^l)\delta p_2 H_1 \) represents the expected payoff corresponding to the lender’s pool of mortgages kept in its own portfolio. With probability \( 1 - \pi^l \) the lender expects to have originated a (misclassified) mortgage loan to a B-type, so \((1 - \pi^l)\lambda(G\text{-Rating}^l)\) is the measure of borrowers that lender \( l \) expects to be of B-type. B-types always (endogenously) default on their mortgage. For each of these B-type consumers, the lender recovers only the depreciated value of the house, \( \delta p_2 H_1 \), in default. Also, notice that in the expression for \( x^l_2 \), the lender keeps a fraction \( 1 - d^l \) of its originated mortgages. Consequently, we weight any income received in the second period by this term.

Type \( l \) lenders take \( \lambda(G\text{-Rating}^l) \) and \( \pi^l \) as given, as well as prices \( q^l \), \( \tau^l \) and \( p_2 \), and parameters \( \theta^l \) and \( d^l \). Lender \( l \)’s optimization problem then consists of choosing \( \varphi^l \) to maximize \( \Phi^l(\varphi^l) \).

2.2 Secondary Market and the Credit Score Transmission Process

Denote the secondary market (SM) investor \( i \)’s consumption bundle of the numeraire good by \( x^i = (x^i_1, x^i_2) \in \mathbb{R}^2_+ \). Investor \( i \) is subject to the following budget constraints:

\[
(x^i_1, x^i_2) \leq (\omega^i_1 - \tau^TBz^i_TB - \tau^NBz^i_NB, z^i_TB + \pi^i z^i_NB + (1 - \pi^i)\lambda(G\text{-Rating}^NB)d^NB \delta p_2 H_1^G),
\]

For example, if the discount price is \( q^l = 0.8 \) and the mortgage face value is \( \varphi^l = \$100,000 \), the loan amount is \$80,000.
where $\omega_i > 0$ indicates the SM investor’s endowment of the numeraire good in period 1 (again, for simplicity, we assume $\omega_2 = 0$). An investor can buy both risk-free TB loans (originated with soft information) and risky NB loans (originated with hard information only). The term $\tau^{TB}z^i_{TB}$ corresponds to the cost of purchasing an amount $z^i_{TB}$ of TB loans, which are sold at discount price $\tau^{TB}$ in period 1 and pay $z^i_{TB}$ in the second period. The term $\tau^{NB}z^i_{NB}$ is the cost for purchasing an amount $z^i_{NB}$ of NB loans at discount price $\tau^{NB}$. The SM investor’s expected second period revenue from purchasing NB mortgages in the first period is $\pi^i z^i_{NB} + (1 - \pi^i)\lambda(G-Rating^{NB})d^{NB}\delta p_2 H^{G1}$. Consistent with the NB’s expectations, the investor anticipates a fraction $\pi^i$ of the NB loans purchased being G-type loans with total required payment $z^i_{NB}$. The term $(1 - \pi^i)\lambda(G-Rating^{NB})$ is the measure of NB borrowers with a G-rating that the investor expects to be of B-type. As before, $d^{NB}\delta p_2 H^{G1}$ denotes the recovery that an investor gets for each of these NB mortgages.

Investors also have linear objective functions with functional form $\Lambda^i = x^i_1 + \theta^i x^i_2$, where $\theta^i$ is the investor’s time discount factor. Because this function is strictly increasing in the consumption of the numeraire good, we can write the SM investor $i$‘s optimization problem as follows: investor $i$ chooses $z^i_{TB}$ and $z^i_{NB}$ that maximize

$$\Lambda^i(z^i) \equiv \omega^i_1 - \tau^{TB}z^i_{TB} - \tau^{NB}z^i_{NB} + \theta^i (z^i_{TB} + \pi^i z^i_{NB} + (1 - \pi^i)\lambda(G-Rating^{NB})d^{NB}\delta p_2 H^{G1}), \quad (4)$$

We assume that $\pi^{NB} = \pi^i < 1$, implying credit scores are based on hard information only and that they are transmitted to SM investors truthfully and accurately. In addition, we assume that investors assign a smaller relative weight to period 1 consumption than lenders do, i.e., $\theta^l < \theta^i$. Greater patience attributable to SM investors can be interpreted as a measure of liquidity in the secondary market (see also Frankel and Jin 2015; see our discussion in the Appendix for anecdotal evidence). Greater liquidity implies higher relative prices paid for mortgage loans sold into the secondary market.

---

\[21\] Later in Section 6 we will address issues associated with the misrepresentation of hard information and the possibility of adverse selection by NBs into the secondary market based on soft information acquisition.
2.3 Households

In each period \( t = 1, 2 \), consumers decide whether to buy the numeraire good \((R_t)\) or owner-occupied housing \((H_t)\), or conceivably some combination of the two.\(^{22}\) If a consumer buys a house, he will borrow from either a TB or a NB in the amount of \( q^{TB} \psi^{TB} \) or \( q^{NB} \psi^{NB} \), respectively, where \( \psi^l \geq 0 \) denotes consumer’s mortgage face value (i.e., promise to pay) in period 2 to lender \( l = TB, NB \). As usual, equilibrium existence requires an upper bound \( \Psi > 0 \) on \( \psi^l \):

\[
\psi^l \leq \Psi
\]  

Thus, in period 1 a non-prime consumer has three possible choices: (1) borrow in the TB loan market to own a house, (2) borrow in the NB loan market to own a house, or (3) not borrow and consume his endowment of the numeraire good (e.g., subsistence housing). We denote these possibilities by \( m^{TB} \), \( m^{NB} \), and \( m^{\emptyset} \), respectively, and the set of consumer’s “market choices” by \( M = \{m^{TB}, m^{NB}, m^{\emptyset}\} \). The consumer’s market choice is consumer-type \((c(h) = G, B)\) and market-type \((l \in L \equiv \{TB, NB, \emptyset\})\) specific, and is denoted by \( m^l_{c(h)} \equiv (c(h), l) \). When a consumer’s market choice is \( m^{\emptyset} \), we write \( \psi^{\emptyset} = 0 \).

The period 1 budget constraint of a consumer with market choice \( m^l, l = TB, NB, \emptyset \), is:

\[
p_1 H_1 + R_1 \leq q^l \psi^l + \omega^{SR}
\]  

where \( p_1 \) is the per unit house price in period 1. Observe that the consumer’s mortgage down payment is endogenous in our model; for example, if \( R_1 = 0 \), then the maximum down payment is equal to \( \omega^{SR}/p_1 H_1 \).

The second period budget constraint depends on two things. First, we assume that if a consumer buys a house in period 1, then the same house enters in period 2 budget constraint as an asset endowment evaluated at market price \( p_2 \) (i.e., owner-occupied housing equals to a long term contract that once signed is valid for two periods). However, a consumer that buys numeraire good \( R_1 \) can only consume it for one period (the numeraire good is perishable). Second, loans are subject to a limited recourse mortgage contract that stipulates that a borrower is allowed to

\(^{22}\)As it is usual in general equilibrium theory, we allow for any convex combination between choice variables to guarantee equilibrium existence, which requires that the consumer’s consumption budget set has convex values.
consume his subsistence income, $\omega^{SR}$, and no more than his subsistence income, if default occurs.\textsuperscript{23} Accordingly, we write the second period budget constraint of a consumer with market choice $m^l, l = TB, NB, \emptyset$, as follows:

$$p_2 H_2 + R_2 \leq \max\{\omega^{SR}, \omega_2^G + p_2 H_1 - \psi^d\} \tag{7}$$

where $\omega_2^G$ denotes the period 2 endowment. The endowment depends on borrower type $c = G, B$, where $\omega_2^G = \omega^+$ and $\omega_2^B = \omega^{SR}$. The term $p_2 H_1$ in the right hand side of the inequality (7) reflects the value of the house purchased in the previous period, and is interpreted as a sale at market price $p_2$ per house size unit. The consumer can then use the proceeds of this sale for consumption after repaying his mortgage.\textsuperscript{24} The maximum operator in (7) determines whether the household defaults, in which case he only consumes the minimum subsistence income $\omega^{SR}$, or honors the loan promise, in which case he consumes at least the minimum subsistence income $\omega^{SR}$.\textsuperscript{25} There is no default if $p_2, H_1, \text{ and } \psi^d$ are such that $\omega^{SR} \leq \omega_2^G + p_2 H_1 - \psi^d$.

A contribution of this research is that the mortgage market structure is endogenous in our model. In order to incorporate consumer market choices, we need to introduce the following notation. Define the consumer’s market choice function by $\mu : A \to D$, where $D = \{\iota(m^l_{c(h)}) : \iota(m^l_{c(h)}) = 1 \text{ if consumer } h \text{ chooses } m^l_{c(h)}, \text{ and } 0 \text{ otherwise}\}$. We require that a consumer can only choose one market in M (i.e., $\sum_{l=TB,NB,\emptyset} \iota(m^l_{c(h)}) = 1$). With this notation, we can write the measures of G-type and B-type consumers that attempt to borrow from lender $l \in \{TB, NB\}$ as $\hat{\lambda}^l_G \equiv \lambda(\mathcal{H} : c(h) = G, \mu^b(m^l_G) = 1)$ and $\hat{\lambda}^l_B \equiv \lambda(\mathcal{H} : c(h) = B, \mu^b(m^l_B) = 1)$. Notice that $\hat{\lambda}^l_G$ and $\hat{\lambda}^l_B$ are endogenously determined in our model, and therefore so is $\lambda(G-Rating^l)$.

Also, denote the household $h$’s consumption bundle by $x^h = (H^h_1, R^h_1, H^h_2, R^h_2) \in \mathbb{R}^4$. We

\textsuperscript{23}Mortgage laws in most states in the US allow for partial recourse. This means that, in addition to the pledge of the house as security for the loan, lenders secure additional borrower income or assets to fill any remaining gap between the net value of the house in foreclosure and the amount owed on the mortgage. In our model, in addition to the house, period 2 income is the one available form of security that can be pledged in support of the loan. See the Appendix for additional discussion and also for the difference between limited recourse and non-recourse mortgage contracts.

\textsuperscript{24}A consumer with an owner-occupied house at the beginning of period 2 decides whether to sell it at market price, or to consume it. The latter is equivalent to the joint transactions of selling the house the consumer owns at the beginning of period 2 and then immediately buying it back.

\textsuperscript{25}This optimality condition in which the borrower, subject to the relevant recourse requirements, decides whether mortgage loan payoff to retain ownership of the house or default with house forfeiture generates greater utility. See Davila (2015) for an exhaustive analysis of exemptions in recourse mortgages.
will say a pair \((x^h, \psi^h)\) is feasible for consumer \(h\) if it satisfies constraints (5), (6) and (7). Now, we can define the consumer \(h\)’s choice vector \((x^h, \psi^h, \mu^h)\) ∈ \(X^h \subset \mathbb{R}_+^5 \times D\) as the feasible set of elements \((x^h, \psi^h, \mu^h)\) that are consistent with his market choice \(m^l\) and constraints (5), (6) and (7). This consumption set correspondence \(h \rightarrow X^h\) is assumed to be measurable.

Since consumption depends on the consumer’s access to credit, we write the consumer \(h\)’s utility function in terms of his consumption and market choice, i.e., \(u^h(x^h, \mu^h(m))\). We assume that the mapping \((h, x, \mu) \rightarrow u^h(x, \mu)\) is a jointly measurable function of all its arguments, and that \(u^h(\cdot, \mu)\) is continuous, strictly increasing and strictly quasiconcave.

The consumer \(h\)’s optimization problem consists on choosing a vector \((x^h, \psi^h, \mu^h)\) ∈ \(X^h \subset \mathbb{R}_+^5 \times D\) that maximizes his utility function \(u^h(x^h, \mu^h(m))\) subject to his market-choice-dependent-constraints (5), (6) and (7).

3 Equilibrium Definition and the Existence Result

In this section we define the equilibrium of our economy with endogenously segmented mortgage markets, and show that such an equilibrium exists.

We use a standard notion of a competitive equilibrium with the additional condition that lenders’ beliefs must be consistent with the distribution of consumers in the TB and NB mortgage markets. That is, if we define by \(\hat{\mu}(G, l) \equiv \int_{\{H_c(h) = G\}} \mu^h(c(h), l)\text{d}\mu\) and \(\hat{\mu}(B, l) \equiv \int_{\{H_c(h) = B\}} \mu^h(c(h), l)\text{d}\mu\) the aggregate of type \((G, l)\)- and \((B, l)\)-choices, respectively, we require beliefs \(\pi \equiv (\pi^{TB}, \pi^{NB})\) consistent with the market aggregate choice function \(\hat{\mu}\). We formally define this condition before providing the definition of equilibrium.

Let a continuous function \(f : (\hat{\mu}(G, l), \hat{\mu}(B, l)) \rightarrow [0, 1]^2\) be such that \(f(\hat{\mu}(G, l), \hat{\mu}(B, l)) = (f_G, f_B)(\hat{\mu}(G, l), \hat{\mu}(B, l))\), where \(f_G(\hat{\mu}(G, l), \hat{\mu}(B, l)) = \hat{\mu}(G, l)/(\hat{\mu}(G, l) + \hat{\mu}(B, l))\) and \(f_B(\hat{\mu}(G, l), \hat{\mu}(B, l)) = \hat{\mu}(B, l)/(\hat{\mu}(G, l) + \hat{\mu}(B, l))\). In addition, let another function \(g : (f(\hat{\mu}(G, l), \hat{\mu}(B, l)), CST^l) \rightarrow [0, 1]\) be such that it mimics the belief expression (1), where instead of \((\hat{\pi}^G, \hat{\pi}^B)\) we use \((f_G, f_B)(\hat{\mu}(G, l), \hat{\mu}(B, l))\). Then, given \(CST^l\), we say that the aggregate market choice vector \(\hat{\mu}^l \in \mathbb{R}^M\) is consistent with lender \(l\)’s belief \(\pi^l\) if \(\pi^l = g(f_G(\hat{\mu}(G, l), \hat{\mu}(B, l)), CST^l)\).

\(^{26}\)This modelling approach is common in the club theory literature, where consumers choose the club they want to belong to and the consumption vector constrained to the club choice (Ellickson et al. 1999).
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**Definition 1:** Given the triplet \((CST^{TB}, CST^{NB}, CST^*)\), an equilibrium for this economy consists of a vector of market choices \(\mu\), prices \((p_1, p_2, q_1^{TB}, q_2^{NB}, \tau^{TB}, \tau^{NB})\) and allocations \(((x^i, z_{TB}^i, z_{NB}^i))_{i \in I}, (x^l, \varphi^l, z_{l}^l)_{l \in \{TB, NB\}}, (x^h, \psi^h)_{h \in \{G \cup B\}}\) such that:

1.1) Agents solve their respective optimization problems.

1.2) \(\hat{\mu}\) is consistent with \(\pi\).

1.3) The following market clearing conditions hold:

\[(MC.1) \int_H \psi^h(m_{c(h)}^{TB})\mu^h(m_{c(h)}^{TB})dh = \int_{TB} \varphi^{TB} dl\]

\[(MC.2) \int_H \psi^h(m_{c(h)}^{NB})\mu^h(m_{c(h)}^{NB})dh = \int_{NB} \varphi^{NB} dl\]

\[(MC.3) \int_{NB} z^l dl = \int_I z_i^l di, \text{ for } l = TB, NB\]

and, for \(t = 1, 2\),

\[(MC.4) \sum_{l \in L} \int_H R^h_l(m_{c(h)}^{TB})\mu^h(m_{c(h)}^{TB})dh + \int_{NB \cup TB} x^l_t dl + \int_I x_i^l di = \int_A \omega^t_a da\]

\[(MC.5) \sum_{l \in L} \int_H H_1^h(m_{c(h)}^{TB})\mu^h(m_{c(h)}^{TB})dh = \sum_{l \in L} \int_I H_2^h(m_{c(h)}^{TB})\mu^h(m_{c(h)}^{TB})dh = \bar{H}\]

**Theorem 1:** An equilibrium, as defined in Definition 1, exists.

We leave the proof of Theorem 1 for the Appendix A.2. This proof is not straightforward, for the following reasons. First, in contrast with standard general equilibrium models where individuals are exogenously assigned to a market, in our model the sizes of the TB and NB mortgage markets are endogenous as they depend on the consumers’ preferred mortgage market choices. Second, there are two non-convexities in our model: the maximum operator in the consumer’s second period budget constraint and the consumers’ discrete choice of mortgage market. Our large economy allows us to deal with these non-convexities, however. Our solution approach is as follows. We construct a generalized game and show that there is a mixed strategies equilibrium. Then we claim that because the auctioneers’ payoff functions depend on a profile of mixed strategies only through finitely many indicators, there is a degenerate equilibrium profile of the generalized game. And finally, we show that the equilibrium of the generalized game is in fact an equilibrium in the sense of Definition 1.

**Remark 1:** In our model default risk is the result of the NB’s inability to perfectly screen consumers by type, and thus it can be attributed to the endogenous behavior of consumers with whom they are matched in equilibrium. We treat the risk of misclassifying consumers by type
(i.e., classifying a B-type consumer as a G-type) as idiosyncratic, in the sense that the sorting and then assignment of consumers into the NB loan market depends on the independent and uniform application of a credit scoring model, applied on a case-by-case basis, with classification outcomes governed by the law of large numbers.

**Remark 2:** Our notion of equilibrium assumes that lenders and SM investors form beliefs about the size and credit quality of the lenders’ pools of originated loans. These beliefs are common, degenerate and governed by the lenders’ respective CST$^l$. Equilibrium condition (1.2) guarantees that these beliefs are consistent with the distribution of consumers into the respective mortgage markets.$^{27}$

**Remark 3:** Unlike in traditional general equilibrium models where the market structure is exogenous, in our model the measure of borrowers in the TB and NB mortgage markets is endogenous and therefore so is the market structure. To see this, notice that each lender type is assigned an exogenous distribution rate parameter ($d^{TB}$ for traditional banks and $d^{NB}$ for NB lenders). However, consumers are choosing their preferred mortgage funding source, given the constraints of the economy, and therefore the sizes of the TB and NB sectors are endogenously determined. Thus, although the mortgage distribution rates $d^{TB}$ and $d^{NB}$ are exogenously given, their corresponding market sizes are endogenously determined.

## 4 Equilibrium Characterization

To characterize our equilibrium results, we focus on a more analytically tractable setting where owner-occupied housing and the numeraire good are perfect substitutes for consumers. In particular, consider the following linear separable utility function:

\[
u^h(R_1, H_1, R_2, H_2) = R_1 + \eta H_1 + \theta^h(R_2 + H_2),\tag{8}\]

where $\theta^h$ (with $\theta^h < \theta^l$) denotes the consumer’s time preference parameter and $\eta > 1$ denotes a preference parameter. $\eta > 1$ indicates that in the first period young households prefer to consume

---

$^{27}$Lenders and investors optimize using their beliefs, but without taking into account the consumers’ choice of mortgage market. This is similar to general equilibrium models of firm formation where agents optimize without taking the supply of jobs into account (Ellickson et al. 2006).
owner-occupied housing over the perishable numeraire good. For the sake of exposition, we interpret the numeraire good as subsistence “rental housing” (one period contract and thus a perishable good). In this case, \( \eta \) can be possibly justified by a better access to schools; see, for example, Corbae and Quintin (2015) for a model that incorporates an “ownership premium” in preferences.

When households are “old” in period 2, the utility from consumption of owner-occupied housing \( H_2 \) and the utility from consumption of rental housing \( R_2 \) are the same, however.

### 4.1 TB Capacity Constraint

Traditional banks which hold non-prime mortgage loans on their balance sheets are subject to capital requirements and regulatory burden. This, together with limited access to capital, serves to constrain TB loan originations. In particular, we establish a one-to-one mapping from \( \omega_1^l \) to \( v(TB) \), where \( v(TB) \) denotes the TB’s lending capacity constraint on the number of loan applicants. See Buchak et al.’s (2018) for evidence that TBs reduced their origination activity in markets where they faced more capital and regulatory constraints, and that the reduced origination activity was partly filled by shadow (non-bank) lenders.

We require that \( \lambda_G \geq v(TB) \). Roughly speaking, we constrain the traditional banking sector to meet the demands of some but not all good type consumers should that demand exist. The assumption of capacity constrained TBs implies that, when traditional bank loans are the first choice among consumers, capacity-rationed G-type consumers turn to the NB loan market if they still prefer owning over renting. In this case, a mass \( \lambda_G - v(TB) \) of G-type consumers attempt to borrow from NBs, with the resulting endogenous proportion of G-types in that market as \( \hat{\pi}^{NB}_G = (\lambda_G - v(TB))/(\lambda_G - v(TB) + \lambda_B) \).

---

28 We assume that rental and owner-occupied housing districts within a non-prime neighborhood are sufficiently segmented so that they are subject to separate market clearing conditions. When we say “non-prime neighborhood”, within the model we mean household consumption as it applies in the entire modeled non-prime economy.

29 See also Fuster et al. (2018) who find that technology-oriented non-bank lenders (“FinTech”) respond more elastically to changes in mortgage demand, suggesting the existence of capacity constraints in mortgage lending among traditional banks.

30 For simplicity, we impose the lending capacity constraint on the number of loan applicants \( v(TB) \) and not on the TB’s income in the first period \( \omega_1^T_B \). Observe that there is a one-to-one mapping between \( v(TB) \) and \( \omega_1^T_B \).

31 If the regulatory burden on TBs increases – i.e., \( v(TB) \) decreases – the credit quality of NB’s pool of borrowers improves in our model because there are more G-type consumers available to NBs when TB loans are preferred to NB loans.
NBs are universally preferred to TBs by G-type consumers, and home owning with NB mortgage loan financing is preferred to renting, then $\hat{\pi}_{NB}^G = \lambda_G / (\lambda_G + \lambda_B)$.

Interestingly, given the TB’s capacity constraint and the NB’s imperfect $\text{CST}^{NB}$, consumers of the same type may end up with different loan amounts, and thus realize different housing consumption. For example, there exists an equilibrium configuration in which G-types prefer first to borrow from TBs. In this case, because of the capacity constraint, some G-type consumers are rationed into the NB mortgage loan market. If those G-types still prefer owning over renting and thus apply for a loan from a NB, it will happen that some G-types will obtain a mortgage loan at a higher price, with lower loan proceeds that allows for the purchase of a relatively smaller house, than in the TB market. And finally, some of the remaining G-type consumers will be incorrectly screened by NBs – i.e., denied credit altogether – with no other option but to rent.

LASTLY, we note that the capacity constraint $\lambda_G \geq v(TB)$ on TBs is not required for us to characterize a competing role for TBs and NBs in mortgage lending. What would be lost by eliminating the constraint is the second of three equilibrium regimes characterized in Section 5.2.

4.2 Adverse Selection, Housing Market Regulation, and House Prices

Before examining the role of beliefs on mortgage market configurations, we first discuss the equilibrium for our economy in terms of adverse selection in the NB loan market, house sizes, and house prices.

**Adverse selection in the NB loan market:** We use the concept of pooling equilibrium to address borrower adverse selection in the NB mortgage market. In equilibrium, conditional on consumers that attempt to borrow in the NB loan market and receive a good rating, the loan amount equals $q^{NB}_\psi^{NB} = \pi^{NB} \bar{\theta} / (1 - \bar{\theta}(\pi^{NB}(1 - \delta) + \delta))$. The promise to repay is $\psi^{NB} = \omega^+ - \omega^{SR} + p_2 H_{1}^{G,NB}$, where $H_{1}^{G,NB}$ is the house size that a consumer with a NB loan can buy in the first period (see the Appendix for all details of the equilibrium closed form solution). This contract is designed for a good type consumer who is able to honor his promise. However, B-type consumers that are misclassified as a G-type end up defaulting because their income is $\omega^{SR}$ (instead of $\omega^+$), and therefore are only able to pay back $p_2 H_{1}^{G,NB}$ (i.e., the house value). Default is such that foreclosure costs are incurred by the lender/investor, which in our model are captured
by parameter $\delta < 1$. The NB lender chooses a pooling discount price given its belief $\pi^{NB}$.

**Minimum house size regulation:** Motivated by our discussion on the presence of a minimum house size and its impact on housing affordability, we define the minimum owner-occupied house size as follows:

$$H_{NB}^{\min} = \frac{\bar{H}(\omega^{SR} + \bar{L})}{2\omega^{SR} + \bar{L} + L^G}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$\bar{L} \equiv \theta^i\delta\omega^{SR}/(1 - \theta^i\delta)$ is the maximum loan amount that a NB lender would give to a B-type consumer being compatible with non-negative profits for the lender, and $L^G \equiv \bar{\theta}(\omega^{SR} + \bar{L})/(1 - \bar{\theta})$ is the loan amount that a consumer classified as a G-type would obtain from a NB lender when mortgage markets are segmented (using the NB’s first order condition and G-type consumer’s first period budget constraint). In the Appendix we show that $H_{NB}^{\min}$ rules out a separating equilibrium.\textsuperscript{32} Also, in the Appendix, we identify the threshold $H_{TB}^{\min}$ that rules out a TB mortgage market specific for B-type consumers.

Threshold $H^{\min} \equiv \max\{H_{TB}^{\min}, H_{NB}^{\min}\}$ captures how a local minimum house size regulation affects the bottom of the housing market by excluding non-prime borrowers of B-type (who are identified as such) from the mortgage market.

The literature on the effects of land-use regulations on house prices is vast. It is now well known that zoning constraints such as minimum lot-size restriction and building-height limits tend to raise housing prices (see Bertaud and Brueckner 2005 for a theoretical analysis). Our model provides a different perspective by showing how, in the presence of credit scoring and alternative lending sources, minimum house size regulations prevent the least well-endowed non-prime consumers from obtaining a loan, which in turn prevents them from purchasing a house. In our equilibrium analysis below, we will see that the minimum house size $H^{\min}$ is a function of the credit scoring technology. Thus, changes in this technology may trigger changes in the non-prime mortgage structure, in turn changing the house price level and number of consumers that have access to owner-occupied housing. The structural details underlying mortgage contract design and market organization consequently feedback to affect the rent versus own decision and

\textsuperscript{32}A separating equilibrium can exist in terms of lending to a B-type consumer that is misclassified as a G-type. This happens even though B-types always default in the second period. As such, the NB would get income $\delta p_2 H_1$ by foreclosing the house, which is profitable for the NB when the loan amount is small, since by foreclosing the house the NB is able to seize the B-type borrower’s house equity ($\omega^{SR}$). Formally, the NB gets $\delta p_2 H_1$ in $t = 2$ and gives $q^B \varphi^B$ to the borrower in $t = 1$. We have worked out the separating equilibrium and found qualitatively similar thresholds as those found in Section 4.4 below.
the house price level in our model.

**House prices:** We model the aggregate supply of owner-occupied housing in the *first* period and the aggregate demand for owner-occupied housing in the *second* period as inelastic, both equal to \( H = 1 \). A constant stock of owner-occupied housing is convenient to generate simple closed form equilibrium solutions, with market clearing house prices such that \( p_1 = p_2 = p \).\(^{33}\) Constant intertemporal house prices then allow us to isolate the credit scoring channel’s direct influence in the housing sector, whereby mortgage defaults occur in our model due to the imperfect screening of borrowers by type in the NB market.\(^{34}\) Also notice that when \( p > 1 \) (as it is the case in our numerical examples of equilibrium below), old households with a mortgage will sell their house in the second period and move to rental housing, as the benefits to owning go away as the younger household transitions to older age (Hochguertel and van Soest 2001).\(^{35}\) In the first period, young consumers exhibit a preference for home ownership provided that the credit scoring technology parameter \( \pi^{NB} \) exceeds certain thresholds, as analyzed below.

The setting just described is also convenient because we can conceive our model as characterizing an overlapping generations (OLG) economy, where households in the second period choose to sell their houses to a new generation of younger households, directly implying the stock of owner-occupied housing changes hands from old households in a previous cohort to young households in a new cohort.\(^{36}\)

### 4.3 Mortgage Discount Prices and Excess Premium

Equilibrium mortgage pricing is characterized by an optimality condition that depends on loan source parameters \( CST^d \) and \( d^l \). For the NB lender, the determination of mortgage price involves

\(^{33}\)The owner-occupied market clearing equations in periods 1 and 2 and the households’ optimal choice \( H^* = 0 \) (shown in the Appendix) imply that \( p_1 = p_2 = p \).

\(^{34}\)For a model where default is triggered by a fall in house prices, see e.g. Arslan et al. (2015) in which mortgages are non-recourse. Also see Brueckner et al. (2012).

\(^{35}\)Hochguertel and van Soest (2001) provide evidence that young households buy a house to accommodate the new family members and possibly to get access to better schools, but when they are old and the family size decreases, these households often sell their houses and move to smaller rental houses.

\(^{36}\)To incorporate lenders and investors into this extended setting, we must assume that they live for two periods (as consumers do), or that they cannot share risk across time among different generations of households. Also, notice that extending the OLG model to a more general setting with infinitely lived agents and more than one good is subtle because the presence of such agents may preclude equilibrium existence due to the possibility of Ponzi schemes (see Seghir 2006).
a trade-off between borrower adverse selection and investor liquidity in the secondary market.\textsuperscript{37}

We leave for the Appendix the details of the equilibrium computations. Here we report our findings on the relationship between the TB and the NB mortgage loan rate.

Based on pooling, the NB finds it optimal to add a credit spread to the base loan rate to account for borrower adverse selection risk. This reduces the loan proceeds. The greater the proportion of B-types applying for a mortgage loan in the NB market and the worse the assessed classification accuracy of the $CST^{NB}$, the lower are the funding proceeds of a NB loan. Offsetting this upward rate pressure is the lower cost of capital found in the secondary mortgage market. Depending on which effect dominates, the implied mortgage loan price in the NB market can be higher or lower than the implied mortgage loan price in the TB market.\textsuperscript{38}

Define the excess premium (EP) as the difference between the implied mortgage loan rate in the NB market and the implied mortgage loan rate in the TB market, as follows:

$$EP \equiv (1/q^{NB}) - (1/q^{TB})$$

Using the TB and NB pricing expressions derived in the Appendix, we conclude the following:

**Proposition 1**: The EP increases in the default rate ($1 - \pi^{NB}$), loss given default $\delta$, and the lender’s patience (inverted cost of capital) parameter ($\theta^l$), and decreases in the NB’s credit scoring technology ($CST^{NB}$), the differences in SM mortgage distribution rates ($d^{NB} - d^{TB}$), and secondary market liquidity ($\theta^i - \theta^l$).

### 4.4 Beliefs and Mortgage Market Configurations

Next, we explain the mortgage market configuration that follows from our general equilibrium framework when: 1) TBs’ access to hard and soft information allows them to know the consumer’s type with certainly, while NBs only rely on an imperfect credit assessment based on hard information ($CST^{NB} < CST^{TB} = 1$) and 2) NBs distribute a greater proportion of loans into

---

\textsuperscript{37}See Gande and Saunders (2012) for empirical evidence of the positive impact of selling a mortgage loan to secondary market investors on the borrower’s financial constraints. Another relevant paper is Stroebel (2016), which finds that integrated lenders have better information regarding the cost quality of homes than non-integrated lenders. See also Frankel and Jin (2015) for a result where securitization can lead to remote lending in a game theoretical setting with information differences between bank types.

\textsuperscript{38}See the pricing condition (14) in the Appendix for a mathematical expression of this trade-off in the NB loan market.
the secondary market than TBs \((0 \leq d^{TB} < d^{NB})\). We are particularly interested in examining CST’s influence on the flow of capital into non-prime lending markets vis-a-vis the NB lending sector. This will then allow us to analyze the credit scoring channel in terms of its effects on the cost and availability of mortgage funding, and ultimately house prices. In the process, we provide a new characterization of housing market price boom and bust that is the result of equilibrium regime changes.

We now proceed to identify three thresholds, \(\pi_0\), \(\pi_1\) and \(\pi_2\), corresponding to the NB lender’s belief \(\pi^{NB}\) that delineate alternative lending regimes. Recall that \(\pi^{NB}\) measures the posterior probability that a consumer is a G-type given that the NB classifies the consumer as a G-type. This quantity depends on two factors: the CST and the endogenous proportion of G- and B-types applying for loans from NBs. The three denoted thresholds determine different non-prime mortgage market configurations, or equilibrium regimes, and all can be expressed as a function of the parameters of our economy. In particular, the thresholds, \(\pi_0\), \(\pi_1\) and \(\pi_2\), are characterized as follows:

1. **In presence of a minimum house size constraint, the NB lending market shuts down (is inactive) if belief \(\pi^{NB}\) is sufficiently small.** That is, there is a threshold \(\pi_0\) that solves the following equation:

\[
H_{1}^{G,NB}(\pi_0) = H^{\text{min}} \tag{11}
\]

such that when \(\pi^{NB} < \pi_0\), NB loans are so small that borrowers cannot afford to buy a house with size above \(H^{\text{min}}\). Here \(H_{1}^{G,NB}(\pi_0)\) denotes G-type owner-occupied housing consumption when borrowing from a NB and belief \(\pi^{NB}\) equals \(\pi_0\). The expression for \(H_{1}^{G,NB}\) as a function of \(\pi^{NB}\), as well as the equilibrium loan amounts, can be found in the Appendix.

2. **There is an inactive NB mortgage lending market as long as G-type consumers prefer to rent in the first period rather than borrow from NBs.** When \(\pi^{NB}\) falls below a given threshold \(\pi_1\), the implicit NB mortgage rate is so high that G-type consumers prefer to rent in both periods \((R_1 = \omega^{SR} \text{ and } R_2 = \omega^{+})\) rather than borrow from a NB to buy a house in the first period. Threshold \(\pi_1\), at which indifference between buying a house with a NB
loan and renting in both periods occurs, solves the following equation:\(^{39}\)

\[ \eta H_{1}^{G,NB}(\pi_{1}) + \theta^{h}\omega^{SR} = \omega^{SR} + \theta^{h}\omega^{+} \]  

(12)

Thus, when \(\pi^{NB} < \pi_{1}\), NB loans are so small that G-type consumers prefer to rent in both periods. When this occurs B-types cannot borrow in the NB market.

**Lemma 1:** *The NB mortgage market is inactive when \(\pi^{NB} < \max\{\pi_{0}, \pi_{1}\}\).*

3. **G-type consumers prefer to borrow from NBs if funding proceeds from the NB loan exceeds that of the TB loan.** There is a threshold \(\pi_{2}\) at which a G-type consumer is indifferent between a NB loan and a TB loan. This threshold solves the following expression:

\[ \eta H_{1}^{G,NB}(\pi_{2}) + \theta^{h}\omega^{SR} = \eta H_{1}^{G,TB} + \theta^{h}\omega^{SR} \]  

(13)

The left hand side term in equation (13) identifies the G-type consumer’s utility from buying a house in the first period with a NB loan and then renting (in a setting where only the NB loan market is active). The right hand side term in equation (13) shows the G-type consumer’s utility from buying a house in the first period with a TB loan and then renting (in a setting where both TB loans and NB loans markets are active). Notice that \(H_{1}^{G,TB}\) is not a function of \(\pi^{NB}\), since, by assumption, TBs have a perfect screening technology and only lend to G-types. Further observe that when \(\pi^{NB} > \pi_{2}\), G-type consumers prefer NB loans over TB loans even though NBs risk-price classification error (lending to some B-types). In this case, the proportion \(\hat{\pi}_{G}^{NB}\) of G-type consumers that attempt to borrow from NBs experiences a discrete increase, as now NB loans are the best option for G-type consumers.

In addition, when the SM mortgage distribution rate \(d^{l}\) increases, threshold \(\pi_{2}\) decreases and the NB loan market expands. This happens because an increased rate of distribution into the secondary market reduces the implied mortgage rate due to the SM investors’ greater patience level (\(\theta^{i} > \theta^{l}\)).

\(^{39}\)In the left hand side term of equation (12) both TB loan and NB loan markets are active and the market clearing house price is computed accordingly. See the price function stated in the Appendix.
**Lemma 2:** The NB mortgage market becomes the first choice for G-type consumers when \( \pi^{NB} > \pi_2 \).

Below we summarize the three different possible market configurations as they depend on the NB’s belief \( \pi^{NB} \), as well as summarize participation rates in the alternative home ownership-rental markets under each of these configurations.

**Proposition 2** (Market configurations):

- **Dominant TB Loan Market:** If \( \pi^{NB} < \max\{\pi_0, \pi_1\} \), the NB mortgage market is inactive, and only a mass \( v(TB) \) of G-type consumers can borrow to buy a house. The rest of consumers, with mass \( \lambda_G - v(TB) + \lambda_B \), rent in both periods.

- **Dominant NB Loan Market:** If \( \pi^{NB} > \pi_2 \), G-type consumers prefer the NB mortgage market. A mass \( CST^{NB}\lambda_G + (1 - CST^{NB})\lambda_B \) of consumers receive a good rating and are able to borrow at the NB loan rate to buy a house. A mass \( \min[(1 - CST^{NB})\lambda_G, v(TB)] \) of G-type consumers who are incorrectly classified as B-types will borrow from their second best option, the TB loan market. The rest of consumers will rent in both periods.

- **Coexisting TB-NB Loan Market:** When \( \pi^{NB} \in [\max\{\pi_0, \pi_1\}, \pi_2] \), TBs lend to a mass \( v(TB) \) of G-type consumers. The remaining pool of G- and B-types apply for a loan in the NB market. A mass \( (1 - CST^{NB})(\lambda_G - v(NB)) + CST^{NB}\lambda_B \) of consumers are rejected by NBs and have no option but to rent in both periods.

The proof follows immediately from our previous analysis and is thus omitted. Next, we explain how thresholds \( \pi_0, \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) change as a function of key model parameters. First, should the perceived precision of NB’s credit scoring technology \( CST^{NB} \) deteriorate, \( \pi^{NB} \) decreases. There is, as a result, greater asymmetric information between consumers and NBs, and all else equal the NB market is closer to or actually enters into the inactive region. Second, when the SM investor’s time preference parameter \( \theta^i \) and/or the NB’s distribution rate \( d^{NB} \) increase, all else equal, the active region for a NB loan market expands (as threshold values \( \pi_0, \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) decrease). This is because NB loans become less expensive, with greater loan proceeds, as SM investors are willing to pay more for NB mortgages. We finish this section with a remark on the possible equilibrium mortgage structure configurations in absence of the TB’s capacity constraint.
Remark 4: The capacity constraint $\lambda_G \geq v(TB)$ on TBs is not required for us to characterize a competing role for TBs and NBs in mortgage lending. What would be lost by eliminating the constraint is the third of three equilibrium regimes characterized in Proposition 2. Also, the second equilibrium regime in this proposition would slightly change by allowing all G-type consumers that are incorrectly classified as B-types by NB lenders (with mass $(1 - CST^{NB})\lambda_G$ instead than $\min[(1 - CST^{NB})\lambda_G, v(TB)]$) to borrow from their second best option, the TB loan market.

5 The Credit Scoring Channel

5.1 Overview

In this section we highlight the credit scoring channel’s effect on the flow of capital into the non-prime mortgage market. As we discussed in Section 2, improvements in credit scoring model technology or increased confidence in the classification accuracy of the technology result in upward revisions in $CST^{NB}$. We highlight these effects, arguing they played a prominent role in explaining the rise of non-prime mortgage lending during the critical 1995 to 2006 time period. Then, with a surge of unexpected defaults and foreclosures occurring in 2006 and 2007, market participants started questioning and then revising their beliefs as they realized that their credit scoring models were failing to work as expected.\footnote{See Figure 1 of Brunnermeier (2009) and the associated discussion.} This failure of the credit scoring models to accurately predict failure consequently led to wholesale downward revisions in both prior and posterior credit assessment probabilities ($CST^{NB}$ and $\pi^{NB}$ in our model), resulting in the collapse of non-prime mortgage lending and house prices.

5.2 A Credit Scoring Technology Shock Triggers the “Boom”

With this background, we now examine how changes in beliefs embedded in our model’s credit scoring technology, captured by parameter $CST^{NB}$, can trigger changes in the equilibrium structure of the mortgage market. In particular, we will show how, starting from an inactive NB lending region, incremental improvements in $CST^{NB}$ can trigger the emergence of the NB mortgage
market. Then with further improvements in $CST^{NB}$, the NB lending sector comes to dominate traditional bank lending, as all G-type consumers migrate from the TB to NB market as their first choice for mortgage funding. These migration tipping points trigger sharp changes in the source as well as quantity of non-prime mortgage funding, and consequently in house prices, providing a new characterization for the underlying causes of asset market boom and bust.

We illustrate these changes in equilibrium market structures by considering the following parameter values: $d^{TB} = 0$, $d^{NB} = 0.7$, $\theta^h = 0.4$, $\theta^i = 0.7$, $\theta^s = 0.9$, $\eta = 4$, $\delta = 0.5$, $\omega^{SR} = 0.5$, $\omega^+ = 1$, $\lambda_G = 1.5$, $\lambda_B = 1$ and $v(TB) = 1$. Figure 1 illustrates the equilibrium aggregate mortgage quantities in the TB versus NB markets, respectively, for different equilibrium regimes identified above. Figure 2 shows resulting equilibrium owner-occupied house prices as a function of $CST^{NB}$. The thresholds for $CST^{NB}$ follow from expression (1), the $\pi$-thresholds identified above,\footnote{The equilibrium $\pi$-thresholds for the parameter values are $\pi_0 = 0.16$, $\pi_1 = 0.18$ and $\pi_2 = 0.74$.} and the corresponding proportion of G-type consumers in the NB loan market. With this parameter set, it follows that $CST^{NB} < 0.31$ establishes Regime 1, $0.31 \leq CST^{NB} < 0.85$ establishes Regime 2, and $CST^{NB} \geq 0.85$ establishes Regime 3.\footnote{$\hat{\pi}_G^{NB}$ increases from $(\lambda_G - v(NB))/(\lambda_G - v(NB) + \lambda_B) = 0.33$ to $\lambda_G/\lambda_B = 0.6$ when $CST^{NB} \geq 0.85$.}

In Regime 1 the NB market is dormant, caused by borrower type classification errors of sufficient size so that high pooled mortgage loan rates result. The high implied NB mortgage rates are such that G-type households which are rationed out of the TB market prefer to rent rather than own. With no G-types applying for mortgage loans in the NB sector, B-types are unable to represent themselves as G-types, so the NB loan market is dormant. And with only a limited number of G-type households gaining access to mortgage financing and an inactive NB loan market, equilibrium house prices are relatively low (Figure 2).

In Regime 2 the NB mortgage market emerges because beliefs regarding the precision of the CST have improved sufficiently. As a result, NBs offer mortgages at prices that are attractive to G-type households that have been rationed out of the preferred TB market. Mortgage loan amounts from TBs remain constant as a function of $CST^{NB}$ in Regime 2, as the credit quality of the mortgage pool remains constant (only G-types obtain loans in the TB market). In contrast, while pooled loan rates are lower in Regime 2 than in Regime 1, implied risk-adjusted mortgage rates are nevertheless high in the NB market relative to the TB market due to a relatively high
Figure 1: This figure plots the total amount of TB and NB mortgage credit as a function of $CST^{NB} \equiv h$. The thresholds for $CST^{NB}$ follow from expression (1), the $\pi$-thresholds identified above and the corresponding proportion of G-type consumers in the NB loan market ($\hat{\pi}_{G}^{NB} = 0.33$ if $CST^{NB} \leq CST_{2}^{NB} \equiv 0.85$ and $\hat{\pi}_{G}^{NB} = 0.6$ otherwise). In particular, thresholds for CST are $CST_{0}^{NB} = 0.28$, $CST_{1}^{NB} = 0.31$, and $CST_{2}^{NB} = 0.85$.

rate of borrower type classification errors. Aggregate mortgage quantity increases (implied credit spread decreases) in Regime 2 due to a perceived decrease in borrower type classification errors. House prices experience a discrete increase at the lower bound of Regime 2, signifying a boom, as the number of households entering the owner-occupied market jumps due to the emergence of the NB market. House prices increase as a function of $CST^{NB}$ in Regime 2, because aggregate mortgage funding proceeds increase to drive up the demand for a fixed stock of owner-occupied homes.

In Regime 3 a wholesale migration of G-type consumers into the NB market occurs. Because of this, there is a large discrete jump in the proportion of G-types applying for a NB loan, an effect that by itself causes a discrete downward adjustment in the pooled mortgage loan rate. Aggregate mortgage loan quantity in the NB market also experiences a large jump, while aggregated TB mortgage quantities experience a large decline. The decline occurs because fewer G-type households apply for a TB mortgage loan, only doing so when they are misclassified as a B-type in the NB mortgage market. House prices continue to increase as a function of $CST^{NB}$ as aggregate
mortgage quantities increase due to lower subjective probabilities of misclassification outcomes. This described financing-to-house price channel is consistent with Mian and Sufi (2009, 2014) and others in its emphasis on funding liquidity through the private-label Mortgage-Backed Securities market, where our contribution to the literature lies in highlighting the credit scoring channels role in facilitating those capital flows. At the regime boundaries changes in home ownership, mortgage amounts and house prices are discrete and large in magnitude. This is especially true when transitioning from Regime 2 to 3, in which all households prefer to borrow in the NB market. Our model thus provides a new explanation as well as alternative characterization for house price booms, implying the existence of large price increases occurring over short time periods due to perceived improvements in credit scoring technology (the credit scoring channel).

Similar logic applied in reverse can be used to characterize the housing bust. As early term mortgage loan defaults spiked unexpectedly starting in the second half of 2006, confidence in CST was initially shaken and then shattered by its failure to predict failure.\textsuperscript{43} The credit scoring

\textsuperscript{43}In Rajan et al. (2015) the model’s failure to predict failure is not a surprise to the issuer given the use of only hard information to assess applicant credit quality. In contrast, in our baseline model the issuer relies on hard information.

Figure 2: This figure illustrates the equilibrium house price $p$ as a function of $CST^N_B \equiv h$. Thresholds for CST are $CST^N_B = 0.28$, $CST^N_B = 0.31$ and $CST^N_B = 0.85$. 
channel in our model, where negative shocks to $CST^{NB}$ imply moving from region 3 to region 2, and then to region 1, illustrates the resulting substantial declines in NB mortgage lending volume, house prices and home ownership rates.

6 Further Remarks

6.1 Secondary Market Funding Liquidity and the Fundamental Proportion of G-borrowers

We start this section by dissecting two complementary channels that likely contributed to the boom and bust in mortgage and housing markets: 1) the SM investor’s discount factor (a proxy for secondary market funding liquidity, e.g., demand for US mortgage-backed securities by foreign investors) as measured by $\theta^i$, and 2) the fundamental proportion of G-type (higher income) consumers as measured by the ratio $\lambda_G/(\lambda_G + \lambda_B)$. Highlighted results are summarized as follows.

**Proposition 3:**

1. When the secondary market investor’s patience parameter $\theta^i$ increases, marking a decrease in capital costs and an increase in SM liquidity, the threshold $CST^{NB}_2$ indicates an increased Regime 3 (dominant NB sector) size.

2. For a given $CST^{NB}$, a negative shock $\varepsilon > 0$ of sufficient size to the fundamental proportion of G-type consumers (i.e., $\lambda_G' = \lambda_G - \varepsilon$ and $\lambda_B' = \lambda_B + \varepsilon$) causes a transition from Regime 3 to Regime 2 or 1.

For the sake of brevity, we leave the proof of Proposition 3 for the Appendix.

Proposition 3.1 states that when the investor’s patience parameter $\theta^i$ increases, the NB’s implied mortgage rate decreases to increase the mortgage loan amount and house price. This happens because a larger fraction of the mortgage loans originated by NBs ($d^{NB} > d^{TB}$) are now only to form what is, in hindsight, overly optimistic beliefs regarding loan applicant credit quality (see Brunnermeier 2009). Period beliefs are consequently revised downward based on the arrival of new information.
subject to a lower cost of capital.\textsuperscript{44} Such an effect goes in the opposite direction as well, where a decline in the investor’s patience parameter $\theta$ can lead to a shift from Regime 3 to Regime 2 and possibly then to Regime 1.

Concurrent with the perceived improvements in credit scoring models was increased secondary market securities purchase activity by GSEs and other large institutional investors, as well as the introduction of capital reserve regulation (Basel II) that increased the attractiveness of owning the higher-credit rated securities. There were also financial shocks (the Asian and Russian financial crises) that shifted foreign capital flows towards dollar-denominated U.S. Treasuries and close substitutes. This shift in demand decreased yields of riskless bonds, causing fixed-income investors to move further out the credit risk curve in search for higher yields. The search for higher yields and favorable capital treatment combined to cause demand for AAA-rated securities, and therefore NB originated mortgage product, to increase significantly (again see Brunnemeier 2009 for additional detail).

Proposition 3.2 considers a negative shock to the fundamental proportion of G-types, $\lambda_G/(\lambda_G + \lambda_B)$. The intuition for the result is that, although a shock to the fundamental proportion of G-types does not affect the regime thresholds identified above, it does change the likelihood of classification error as measured by $\hat{\pi}_{NB}^G$ (see equation (1)). As the proportion of G-types in the NB pool of approved mortgage loans decline, the assessed credit quality of the pool declines to increase the risk-adjusted credit spread required on the mortgage loan. This negative (aggregate) shock can be interpreted most directly as a downward shift in the future employment prospects of non-prime households, and more broadly as a deterioration in household’s net worth, as documented by Mian and Sufi (2014, 2017).

6.2 The Boom-Bust of the Great Financial Crisis

In this section we make further remarks explaining how our paper contributes to the theoretical literature that puts emphasis on information problems to rationalize the great financial crisis. First, our boom-bust equilibrium outcomes are generated in a setting with adverse selection in the primary mortgage (origination) market, and thus depart from Gorton and Ordonez (2014) and Fishman and Parker (2015), who consider adverse selection in the secondary mortgage (resale)

\textsuperscript{44}See the pricing equation (14) and the equilibrium loan amount expression in the Appendix A.3.
market as the prominent reason of the expansion and collapse of lending. Also, our approach differs from other theoretical models of sophisticated banking and subprime lending, such as Makarov and Plantin (2013), because we distinguish between NB and TB funding models, relating their changes in market share to different equilibrium non-prime mortgage configuration regimes that result from changes in the credit scoring technology and securitization.

Second, our model considers a general equilibrium framework of perfect competition and thus departs from Ruckes (2004) and Dell’Ariccia and Marquez (2006) sequential strategic decision making models that emphasize the different degrees of bank competition to rationalize variations in credit standards over the business cycle. Our paper also departs from Dell’Ariccia and Marquez (2006) in that, instead of allowing banks to choose between collateralized and uncollateralized loans, we consider both traditional and NB loan markets subject to the same collateralized, limited recourse mortgage contract. In our setting, variations in the credit scoring technology may result in the consumers’ preferred funding source changing from one to another, in turn changing the NB lenders’ loan portfolio quality and the associated mortgage rates, credit amounts, and house prices.

Third, because our equilibrium mechanism links non-prime mortgage lending standards and changes in the market structure to the run-up and eventually collapse in home-prices, our paper also fills a gap in the literature that studies mortgage leverage and the foreclosure crisis - see, e.g., Corbae and Quintin (2015) work on foreclosure dynamics with exogenous house prices.

House price expectations are the main ingredient in Brueckner et al. (2012), who show that subprime lending is both a consequence and a cause of house-price escalation. Our model also captures these effects, but focuses instead on income shocks. In addition, we consider a new channel - credit scoring - that relates subprime lending and house prices. Because we embed this effect in a general equilibrium model, we also capture the possibility that house prices determine the amount of non-prime credit that TBs and NBs originate. Importantly, in our model it is possible that a smooth small increase in the assessment of the classification accuracy of a credit scoring model can lead to an abrupt change in house prices and mortgage credit quantities.

Lastly, our focus on the credit scoring technology is also related to Drozd and Serrano-Padial (2017), whose focus and findings mirror in part our arguments on the loan origination side. In both models, increases in the precision of credit assessment technology lead to an increased NB
market share and hence riskier lending (in terms of mortgage rates) as measured by reliance on hard credit information. Our model differs, however, in that increased precision in credit assessment, to the extent that it is real, leads to less risky NB lending, since classification error is reduced as precision increases.

6.3 Lax Screening

Since the seminal works of Keys et al. (2010), Purnanandam (2011) and Rajan et al. (2015), there has been significant focus in the mortgage lending literature on what has become known as “lax screening”. The meaning of this term is not simply a relaxation in observable lending standards, but rather a devolution from incorporating available hard and soft information into the yes-no underwriting decision to relying on a reduced set of hard information only. The underlying cause of lax screening during the early and middle 2000s is generally attributed to an increased volume of secondary market loan sales to investors that were only able to verify hard information in their assessment of loan pool credit quality, with loan originators having no incentive to generate soft information as a result. Because information is lost or ignored in the loan underwriting process, there is a loss of efficiency due to an increased likelihood of bad lending outcomes resulting from credit quality misclassification error.

Using our model we can make two relevant points in the context of declining lending standards and lax screening. First, preliminarily, our assumption of no soft information acquisition by NBs is consistent with findings in this literature. And more importantly, as $CST^{NB}$ increases in our model (based on inputting hard information only), in moving from a dormant NB loan market (in Regime 1) to increasing activity (in Regime 2) and finally to domination (in Regime 3), lax screening as measured by the volume of NB-originated non-prime mortgage loans outstanding relative total outstanding non-prime mortgages, becomes increasingly prevalent (see Figure 2). This increasing prevalence is explained in our model by increased confidence, and hence perceived classification precision, in the applied credit scoring technology.

Thus, somewhat unintuitively, according to our model, increases in classification accuracy result in increasingly lax screening outcomes as defined in the literature. But, to the extent that increases in $CST^{NB}$ do in fact reflect increasing precision in classification accuracy, lax screen-
ing does not necessarily imply an incremental loss in economic efficiency. Alternatively, to the extent that overconfidence in $CST^{NB}$ or the misrepresentation of loan credit information are responsible for the increasingly lax screening outcomes, an important inefficiency problem remains or emerges.

Second, the phrase “lax screening” has traditionally been associated with a relaxation of observable lending standards, which in turn are often inferred from increases in loan acceptance rates – see, e.g., Dell’Ariccia et al. (2012) and Mian and Sufi (2014, pp. 76-79). In our model, changes in loan acceptance rates can be caused simply by changes in the $CST^{NB}$ applied in the NB lending sector, with no change in observable loan underwriting standards. For example, in Regime 2, based on the chosen parameter values, acceptance rates decline with increases in $CST^{NB}$ due to the relatively low proportion of G-types in the NB loan application pool (the proportion of G-types applying for a NB loan is less than 0.50). At the transition from Regime 2 to Regime 3, all G-types migrate to the NB loan market as their first funding choice, dramatically increasing the proportion of G-types in the NB loan application pool (the proportion of G-types applying for a NB loan now exceeds 0.50) and, as a result, the loan application acceptance rate increases in $CST^{NB}$ without any changes to observable lending standards.

Thus, we show that an analysis of loan acceptance rates to infer relaxation (or tightening) in lending standards can be misleading. Instead, in our model, increases or decreases in loan acceptance rates depend importantly on changes in the screening technology, with the possibility that an increase in the application acceptance rate occurs simply because of (perceived) improvements in the classification precision of the applied $CST^{NB}$.

### 6.4 Income Misrepresentation

The seminal works of Bolton and Dewatripont (1994), Garicano (2000), Stein (2002), and Vayanos (2003) have emphasized the economics of information transmission. Stein (2002) makes a clear distinction between hard and soft information in relation to communications costs in hierarchical

---

45The OCC formally assesses trends in underwriting practices by surveying national banks. According to the OCC’s survey of credit underwriting practices, “the term ‘underwriting standards’, as used in this report, refers to items such as loan maturities, facility pricing, and covenants that banks establish when originating and structuring loans ... A conclusion that the underwriting standards for a particular loan category have eased or tightened does not indicate that all the standards for that particular category have been adjusted... It indicates that the adjustments that did occur had the net effect of easing or tightening underwriting criteria”.
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organizations. Traditional banks are hierarchical, in the sense that they are relational and specialize in the generation of soft information that improves the precision of credit assessment. But this increased precision comes at a cost, having two related components. First, the acquisition of soft information inhibits the marketability of the loans because the information is not easily nor credibly transmittable to outside agents. The immobility problem is exacerbated by the very existence of the asymmetric non-transmittable soft information, which raises concerns over adverse selection in the secondary market. Second, due to the relatively slow production of soft information through relational means, realizing scale economies in mortgage loan production can be difficult. Indeed, diseconomies resulting from relational soft information production can be a central cause of capacity constraints that limit TBs from serving its entire market of credit worthy consumers.

In contrast, the development of hard information-based credit scoring technologies that automate loan underwriting decisions and pricing is very much about relaxing capacity constraints and realizing scale economies in loan production (see Fuster et al. 2018 for recent evidence). Credit decisions are admittedly less exact, but the process works as long as none of the participants along the securitization supply chain tamper with the transmitted hard information. Indeed, the misrepresentation of borrower credit information as a means of tampering with the hard information has been held up as the central flaw of the securitization process, exemplifying how the information transmission process breaks down when certain market participants take advantage of the process.

In this vein, we point out that our model can fully capture a particular form of loan misrepresentation: borrower misrepresentation of their income prospects, in which B-types represent themselves as G-types when applying to NBs for mortgage loans. When credit evaluation is imperfect, as it is in our model of NB lending and secondary market loan sales, a certain amount of misrepresentation is inevitable in the realization of scale economies in lending markets. Misrepresentation risk is rationally anticipated and priced into the mortgage loan in our model, with income misrepresentation increasing both the total supply of mortgage loans and house prices. Market participants recognize the relevance of these effects, understanding that inflated prices and quantities naturally emerge in connection with the NB originate-to-distribute lending model.

---

46 There are of course other forms of agency-based moral hazard problems that have been identified, including inflated credit ratings and over-production incentives.
To the extent other forms of misrepresentation of hard credit quality information exist, critical questions are: i) where does the misrepresentation originate from – borrower or NB lender (or possibly securities underwriter), and ii) do market participants recognize the risk and price it into the mortgage loan, or are they somehow ignorant that the misrepresentation is occurring. The latter issue suggests that identifying anticipated versus unanticipated misrepresentation in mortgage lending is an important distinction that has only begun to be emphasized in the literature (see Ambrose et al. 2016 and Griffin and Maturana 2016). Our model provides a structure to begin to get at these issues, although doing so is beyond the scope of this paper.

7 The Credit Scoring Transmission Channel: When Non-Bank Lenders Acquire Soft Information

So far we have assumed that traditional banks have access to both hard and soft information, allowing them to perfectly screen borrower types, while non-bank lenders only rely on hard information to underwrite mortgages. In this section, we allow non-bank lenders to acquire soft information at a cost. In this context, the exclusive reliance of secondary market investors on hard information introduces the opportunity for originating lenders to surreptitiously acquire soft information to select against investors in the secondary mortgage market. The acquisition of soft information improves the precision of credit quality assessment for the non-bank, where, based on the new information some loans are reclassified from accepts to rejects (reclassified lemons). This reclassification provides the lender the opportunity to adversely select against the secondary market, since secondary market investors believe those reclassified lemons to be acceptable based on hard information only. By pricing all originated loans as if only hard information is utilized, and delivering the quantity of loans expected in a hard information only origination regime, the informed lender can sell the lemons and retain a loan portfolio whose credit quality exceeds that based on hard information only loan pricing. The retention of some proportion of originated loans is necessary for the non-bank lender to have incentives to acquire soft information, since otherwise there would be no source of revenues to offset the costs of information acquisition.47

47We also note that in practice, some traditional banks, particularly the larger more complex banks such as Wells Fargo, were known to originate mortgage loans for ownership as well as set up their own conduit lending operations.
For the sake of brevity we leave the details of this extension for the Appendix, and here highlight the main insights from the analysis. First, rather unintuitively, we show that adverse selection in the secondary market can actually improve the credit quality of the sold loan portfolio in comparison to that based on hard information only. This finding depends on the resulting mix of good loans reconfirmed as good, with greater precision (reconfirmed cherries), and good loans reclassified as bad but sold as good (lemons). Second, adverse selection of this type exacerbates boom and bust in housing markets, due to the increased aggregate quantity of mortgage loans originated. Finally, the endogenously determined quantity of soft information acquired decreases in the mortgage distribution rate, which extends lax screening findings of Keys et al. (2010), Purnanandam (2011) and Rajan et al. (2015) to the case of secondary market adverse selection. This result is intuitive, since a higher distribution rate results in relatively fewer retained loans by the non-bank lender, which in turn decreases incentives to acquire soft information at a positive marginal cost.

8 Concluding Remarks

This paper provides a general equilibrium model of a non-prime economy with endogenous market segmentation, tenure choice, mortgage quantities and prices, and house prices. Our distinction between the two different sources of funding for consumers (traditional vs. non-bank lenders) helps to highlight a fundamental trade-off between access to soft information versus liquidity provision through the secondary loan sale market. The model further illustrates how, depending on market conditions, consumers can migrate from one mortgage market to another, with implications for the sources and sizes of mortgage flows together with their effects on house prices and access to owner-occupied housing.

Another important component of our theory is the limited recourse nature of the non-prime mortgages, which functions as an incentive compatibility constraint for better credit quality borrowers. The limited recourse clause allows for a focus on income rather than collateral in the in which loans were originated for distribution. It was the case that secondary market participants generally required a “firewall” to be established between the “originate-to-own” and the “originate-to-distribute” parts of the business in order to prevent these banks from underwriting based on a fuller set of information than was available to secondary market investors. Our model fully accommodates this kind of setting.
assessment of credit risk,\textsuperscript{48} and is a feature that helps generate greater housing consumption and a pooling equilibrium in the shadow banking mortgage loan sector.

Given this setting, we focus much of our analysis on what we term the credit scoring and transmission channels that operate in the shadow banking/secondary mortgage market for non-prime mortgage loans. A credit scoring technology, which in essence is a Bayesian prior founded on beliefs regarding the classification accuracy of a \textit{yes-no} loan underwriting model, is used in combination with estimated proportions of good versus poor lending credit risks in a defined population, as specifically measured by household income, to generate a posterior that measures the credit quality of the non-prime mortgage pool. This measure of credit quality serves as a basis for mortgage pricing, which in turn determines equilibrium configurations in which the non-bank lending sector is either inactive, in direct competition with traditional bank lenders, or is dominant.

Credit scoring technology, operating through the non-bank lending sector, thus serves as a mechanism that controls the flow of mortgage capital into non-prime housing markets. The boundaries of the alternative equilibrium regimes define tipping points, where consumers abruptly change their loan application migration patterns. These tipping points set off booms or busts in mortgage and housing markets, depending on the direction of the migration pattern changes. The equilibrium configurations we highlight together with tipping point regime boundaries are consistent with stylized empirical facts associated with the boom, bust, and post-bust time periods experienced in non-prime mortgage markets in the US.

We further show how non-bank lenders can surreptitiously acquire soft information regarding loan credit quality, and use that information to select against the secondary market. In this extension of our model, secondary market investors do not anticipate this kind of adverse selection, limiting their attention to mortgage prices and loan quantities they expect to see in the secondary market. We show how such adverse selection can exacerbate housing boom and bust, with the portfolio quality of loans sold into the secondary market possibly improving relative to that which would happen with the use of hard information only. We further show how increases in the secondary market loan distribution rate can cause a reduction in the endogenously deter-

\textsuperscript{48}As discussed in the Introduction, this aspect of our model departs from Bruecker et al. (2012) where mortgage contracts are non-recourse and borrower’s default risk is observable. See Bruckner (2000) for an adverse-selection model of mortgage lending with two types of borrowers that differ in “default costs”.\hfill
mined quantity of soft information acquired by the originating lender, consistent with the “lax screening” findings of Keys et al. (2010), Purnanandam (2011), Rajan et al. (2015) and others.
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A  Online Appendix

In this Appendix we further comment on our definition of Credit Scoring Technology and contrast it with other approaches in the literature; show that an equilibrium, in the sense of Definition 1, exists; show the main equilibrium closed form solutions that were used in our numerical simulations; work out the minimum house thresholds that prevent a mortgage market for B-type consumers; and dissect two complementary channels that likely contributed to the boom and bust in mortgage and housing markets: the SM investor’s discount factor (a proxy for secondary market funding liquidity) and the fundamental proportion of G-type (higher income) consumers. In addition, we make some remarks regarding the difference between recourse and non-recourse mortgages and their welfare implications. Finally, we work out the details of the extension of our model that accommodates the possibility of non-bank lenders surrepticiously acquiring soft information to select against investors in the secondary mortgage market.
A.1 On the notion of Credit Scoring Technology

It is useful to contrast our definition of CST with that of Rajan et al. (2015). In both cases there is an implicit notion of using what the mortgage lending industry describes as “compensating factors” to reach a yes-no lending decision. In this regard, a credit scoring technology can be thought of as a statistically-based multivariate model specification that embeds a set of (more or less) continuous cost-benefit trade-offs to precisely account for compensating factors. This is in contrast to traditional loan underwriting procedures that used bright-line cut-off values (minimum quality standards), which are considered one-at-a-time across a set of risk factors, to screen the mortgage loan application.\footnote{Note that bright-line underwriting cutoffs can be accommodated into a statistically based credit scoring model. The use of compensating factors to justify underwriting exceptions with non-prime mortgage loan applicants has been common practice since at least the middle 1990s. Federal real estate lending standards currently state: “Some provisions should be made for the consideration of loan requests from creditworthy borrowers whose credit needs do not fit within the institution’s general lending policy.” (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Appendix A to Subpart A of Part 365–Interagency Guidelines for Real Estate Lending Policies, last amended at 78 Fed Reg. 55597, September 10, 2013).}

In Rajan et al. (2015), the loan acceptance function (see their equation (1)) is initially conceived as a statistical model estimated in a “low securitization era” using a full set of variables that produce a relatively precise and unbiased yes-no underwriting decision. Then, in a “high securitization era”, the model is misapplied, using a reduced set of variables (transmitted hard information only, see their equation (3)), that biases the acceptance decision towards a yes outcome. In our model, we take a somewhat different evolutionary view of model estimation in which we acknowledge that non-prime mortgage lending only emerged in the 1990s without a full lending cycle to estimate a model of credit risk. As time progressed into the 2000s, presumably more information became available and estimation technology improved. But it is unclear whether additional lending experience in-and-of-itself improved the statistical properties of the model, since few mortgages had actually defaulted.\footnote{See, for example, Brunnermeier (2009, p.81), who states that models applied by market participants, “provided overly optimistic forecasts about structured finance products. One reason is that these models were based on historically low mortgage default and delinquency rates”.
}

Rather, we recognize how other, more qualitative factors, influenced beliefs regarding the perceived quality of the credit scoring technology.

Although there was a confluence of contributing factors, we have in mind three specific qualitative factors. First, and perhaps most importantly, prior to the crisis there was a belief based on more than 50 years of experience that not all housing markets would decline in price at the
same time, implying mortgage default outcomes were less susceptible to common shocks and thus more idiosyncratic (Brunnemeier 2009, Case 2009, Cotter et al. 2015). This belief mitigated and effectively truncated concerns regarding far left tail loss outcomes, and subtly increased confidence in the classification accuracy of the model.\textsuperscript{51} Second, in a closely related way, during this time there was significant buy-in to the Great Moderation, a belief that monetary policy makers had substantially “tamed” the business cycle (Blanchard and Simon 2001, Bernanke 2004). This further decreased concerns over the costs of misclassification outcomes to increase confidence in the technology. Third, beginning with the Clinton administration in the 1990s and continuing with the Bush administration in the 2000s, there was a strong push towards housing and mortgage lending policies that facilitated home ownership for lower income households.\textsuperscript{52} This also exerted a subtle but critically important influence on model application and assessment.

Thus, our credit scoring model posits no intentional formation of biased beliefs at the time the model is applying. Based on the arrival of information subsequent to the model application, prior beliefs may appear to be biased in one direction or the other, but according to our model there is no intent to misapply it at the time of loan application. Perceived improvements in model classification precision lead to increases in the number of loans originated. Rajan et al. (2015), in contrast, posit the intentional misapplication of the credit assessment model in order to increase the volume of loans originated, where the credit risk of the pool of originated loans is actually higher than what the model indicates.

\textsuperscript{51}As Brunnemeier (2009, p.81) relates, “past downturns in housing prices were primarily regional phenomena—the United States had not experienced a nationwide decline in housing prices in the period following World War II. The assumed low cross-regional correlation of house prices generated a perceived diversification benefit that especially boosted the valuations of AAA-rated tranches.”

\textsuperscript{52}See Rajan (2010), especially chapter 1 entitled “Let Them Eat Credit”, for a detailed critique. Among the most significant initiatives was the Federal Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act of 1992, which led the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) in 1993 to establish the nation’s first affordable housing goals. The new standards required the GSEs to ensure that specified percentages of the loans they purchased complied with affordable lending criteria. From 1993 to 1995, the targeted percentage was 30 percent. The goal was increased to 40 percent in 1996, to 42 percent in 1997, to 50 percent in 2001, and to 56 percent by 2008. The GSEs’ pursuit of HUD’s affordable lending goals has been cited as one factor contributing to gains among low-income and minority families in the mortgage market.

Over time, pursuit of the goals caused the GSEs to adjust their offerings and expand the types of loans they purchased. In 1999, for example, under pressure from the Clinton administration, Fannie Mae announced that it would reduce credit requirements on the loans it purchased, thereby encouraging lenders to offer loans to borrowers with lower credit scores.
A.2 Equilibrium Existence

Proof of Theorem 1: We investigate the problem of equilibrium existence by transforming it first into a problem of existence of a social system equilibrium. Our approach is by simultaneous optimization. There, a player’s payoff function and constraint set are parameterized by the other players’ actions. This second dependence does not occur in games. The extension is a mathematical object referred to as a generalized game by Debreu (1952). We carry out this analysis in the continuum of agents framework. Most of our extensions follow by application of Hildenbrand’s (1974) results.53

The generalized game: In the generalized game a player \( a \) chooses his strategy \( x^a \) parameterized by the other players’ strategies \( \bar{x}^{-a} \). For our economy this game is played by the consumers, the lenders, the investors, and five fictitious auctioneers. To incorporate consumers’ market choice decisions into the generalized game, we divide the consumers’ optimization problem in two stages.

Stage 1: Consumer \( h \) chooses his most preferred consumption for a given mortgage market choice \( m_{c(h)}^l \equiv (c(h), l) \), i.e., taking \( \bar{\mu}^h(m_{c(h)}^l) = 1 \) as given. The consumer \( h \)’s consumption and loan demand when market choice is \( m_{c(h)}^l \) is given by

\[
(x^h(m_{c(h)}^l), \psi^h(m_{c(h)}^l)) \in \arg\max\{ u^h(\cdot, \bar{\mu}^h(m_{c(h)}^l)) : \]
\[\bar{p}_1 H_1^h(m_{c(h)}^l) + R_1^h(m_{c(h)}^l) \leq \bar{q} \psi^h(m_{c(h)}^l) + \omega^{SR}, \psi^h(m_{c(h)}^l) \leq B, \]
\[\bar{p}_2 H_2^h(m_{c(h)}^l) + R_2^h(m_{c(h)}^l) \leq \max\{ \omega^{SR}, \omega_c^2 + \bar{p}_2 H_1^h(m_{c(h)}^l) - \psi^h(m_{c(h)}^l) \} \}
\]

Observe that the choice variables in the constrained optimization problem should all be multiplied by \( \bar{\mu}^h(m_{c(h)}^l) \), but we chose to omit it since we are already assuming that \( \bar{\mu}^h(m_{c(h)}^l) = 1 \) (the consumer is evaluating his utility at specific market choice \( m_{c(h)}^l \)) - e.g., when writing \( H_1^h(m_{c(h)}^l) \) we mean \( H_1^h(m_{c(h)}^l) \bar{\mu}^h(c(h), l) \) with \( \bar{\mu}^h(c(h), l) = 1 \).

Let us show that \( (x^h(m_{c(h)}^l), \psi^h(m_{c(h)}^l)) \) has nonempty compact values and is continuous. First, notice that \( h \to (x^h(m_{c(h)}^l), \psi^h(m_{c(h)}^l)) \) has a measurable graph (see Hildenbrand 1974, p. 59, Proposition 1.b). Non-emptiness follows from the positive endowment assumption. Compact-

---

53 See Luque (2013) for a similar approach in a local public goods non-atomic economy.
ness follows because \( H^h(m^l_{c(h)}) \leq \bar{H} < \infty \), \( R^h(m^l_{c(h)}) \leq \int_A \omega^a da < \infty \), and \( \psi^h(m^l_{c(h)}) \leq \Psi \) if prices \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are uniformly bounded away from 0 (i.e., \( p_1, p_2 \geq \alpha, \alpha > 0 \)). Continuity of \( (x^h(m^l_{c(h)})), \psi^h(m^l_{c(h)}) \) follows if consumer’s demand is both upper and lower hemi-continuous. Since the consumer’s consumption set and utility function are both continuous in \((x, \psi)\) and endowments are desirable, we can apply Berge’s Maximum theorem to show that \( (x^h(m^l_{c(h)}), \psi^h(m^l_{c(h)})) \) is upper hemi-continuous. Next, we prove lower hemi-continuity of \( (x^h(m^l_{c(h)}), \psi^h(m^l_{c(h)})) \). Denote by \( B^h = \{(x^h, \psi^h) : p_1 H^h_1(m^l_{c(h)}) + R^h_1(m^l_{c(h)}) \leq q \psi^h(m^l_{c(h)}) + \omega^{SR}, \psi^h(m^l_{c(h)}) \leq B, \ p_2 H^h_2(m^l_{c(h)}) + R^h_2(m^l_{c(h)}) \leq \max{\omega^{SR}, \omega^c + p_2 H^h_1(m^l_{c(h)}) - \psi^h(m^l_{c(h)})}\} \) the set of consumer \( h \)’s consumption and borrowing amounts that are budget feasible.

**Claim 1**: \( (x^h(m^l_{c(h)}), \psi^h(m^l_{c(h)})) \) is lower hemi-continuous.

**Proof**: Fix \( \bar{\mu}^h(m^l_{c(h)}) = 1 \) and consider consumer \( h \)’s correspondence \( \bar{B}^h \) that associates to each vector \((p_1, p_2, q)\) the collection of plans \((x^h, \psi^h, \bar{\mu}^h(m^l_{c(h)})) \in X^h \) that satisfies consumer’s budget constraints in \( B^h \) as strict inequalities. \( \bar{B}^h \) has non-empty endowments because consumer’s endowments are strictly positive. Also, since the constraints that define \( \bar{B}^h \) are given by inequalities that only include continuous functions, the correspondence \( \bar{B}^h \) has an open graph. Therefore, for any consumer \( h \), \( \bar{B}^h \) is lower hemi-continuous (see Hildebrand 1974, Prop. 7, p. 27). Moreover, the correspondence that associates any vector \((p_1, p_2, q)\) to the closure of the set \( \bar{B}^h(p_1, p_2, q) \) is also lower hemi-continuous (see Hildebrand 1974, Prop. 7, p. 26). Now define the closure of \( \bar{B}^h \) by \( \overline{B}^h \). We affirm that \( \overline{B}^h = B^h \). Since for any \((p_1, p_2, q)\) we have \( \overline{B}^h(p_1, p_2, q) \subset B^h(p_1, p_2, q) \), it is sufficient to show that \( B^h(p_1, p_2, q) \subset \overline{B}^h(p_1, p_2, q) \).

Given \((x^h, \psi^h) \in B^h(p_1, p_2, q) \) and \((\epsilon, \delta_1, \delta_2) \in [0, 1]^3\), let \( \psi^h(\epsilon, \delta_1) = (1 - \delta_1)\psi^h + \epsilon \). We first prove that \((1 - \delta_1)x^h_1, (1 - \delta_2)x^h_2, \psi^h(\epsilon, \delta_1) \) \( \in B^h \), where \( x^h_1 = (H^h_1, R^h_1) \) and \( x^h_2 = (H^h_2, R^h_2) \). It is not difficult to see that this last property holds if \( \delta_1 \omega^{SR} > \delta_1 \psi^h - \epsilon > 0 \) (C1) and \( \delta_2 = \delta_1(\omega^{SR} + p_2 H^h_1)/(\psi^h + p_2 H^h_1) \) (C2). In fact, when \((x^h, \psi^h) \) is changed to \((1 - \delta_1)x^h_1, \psi^h(\epsilon, \delta_1) \), a quantity \( \delta_1 \omega^{SR} + \epsilon \) becomes available at the first period. Thus, if (C1), the possible lower revenue from modified debt (if \( \delta_1 \psi^h - \epsilon > 0 \)) is covered by a portion \( \delta_1 \) of period 1 endowment.

It remains to be shown that a consumer can buy \((1 - \delta_2)x^h_2 \). This follows in (C2). To see this,
notice that the new resources that become available in the second period are \( \max\{\delta_2 \omega^S, \delta_2 \omega^c + p_2 \delta_2 H^h_1 - p_2 \delta_1 H_1 - \delta_2 \psi^h + \delta_1 \psi^h - \varepsilon\} \). New resources must be greater than \( \delta_2 \omega^S \) in the event of no-default, i.e., \( \delta_2 \omega^c + p_2 \delta_2 H^h_1 - p_2 \delta_1 H_1 - \delta_2 \psi^h + \delta_1 \psi^h - \varepsilon \geq \delta_2 \omega^S \). We know that \( \omega^S > \omega^R \), so by choosing \( \omega^c = \omega^S \) we immediately see that sufficient condition (C2) follows.

Finally, making \( \delta_1 \to 0 \) (so \( \varepsilon \) and \( \delta_2 \) vanish too), we conclude that \( (x^h, \psi^h) \in \bar{B}^h(p_1, p_2, q) \), as long as consumers can consume their resources. Thus, correspondence \( \bar{B}^h \) is lower hemi-continuous for each consumer. □

Now, let \( \int_{G \cup B: c(h)=c}(x^h(m^I_c(h)), \psi^h(m^I_c(h)))d\lambda \) represent the measurable demand of goods and loan payments by the continuum of a type \( C \) consumers in market \( m^I_c \). Because the aggregate consumer demand function

\[
\int_{G \cup B: c(h)=c}(x^h(m^I_c(h); \bar{p}, \bar{q}), \psi^h(m^I_c(h); \bar{p}, \bar{q}))d\lambda
\]

is the integral of upper semi-continuous demands with respect to a nonatomic measure, we have that \( \int_{G \cup B: c(h)=c}(x^h(m^I_c(h)), \psi^h(m^I_c(h)))d\lambda \) is upper hemi-continuous. The compact-valued function \( h \to (x^h(m^I_c(h)), \psi^h(m^I_c(h))) \) is bounded above and below by \( (\int_{A} \omega(a)da, \bar{H}, \int_{A} Bda) \) and 0, respectively. According to Hildenbrand (1974, p. 62, Theorem 2), the aggregate consumer demands function is nonempty. And according to Hildenbrand (1974, p. 73, Proposition 7) this set, which is bounded below by 0, is also compact. Therefore, \( \int_{G \cup B: c(h)=c}(x^h(m^I_c(h); \bar{p}, \bar{q}), \psi^h(m^I_c(h); \bar{p}, \bar{q}))d\lambda \) is compact and has nonempty values. Using a similar reasoning, we can show that the measurable aggregate demand \( \int_{NB \cup TB: c(l)=c}(R^l, \varphi^l)d\lambda \) is compact and has nonempty values.

Observe that the consumer’s consumption budget set does not have convex values due to the maximum operator in the second period budget constraint, and therefore, we cannot claim that \( (x^h(m^I_c(h)), \psi^h(m^I_c(h))) \) has convex values.\(^{55}\) However, Lyapounov’s convexity theorem of an atomless finite dimensional vector measure (see Hildenbrand 1974, p. 62, Theorem 3) implies that the aggregate consumer demand is convex-valued.

\(^{55}\)If the budget set had convex values, then we could have used quasiconcavity of \( u^h \) to demonstrate that \( x(h, s) \) has convex values.
sumers choose their most preferred mortgage market (recall that \( l = \emptyset \) is a possibility). Let

\[
U^h(m^l_{c(h)}) \equiv u^h(x^h(m^l_{c(h)}), \psi^h(m^l_{c(h)}), \mu^h(m^l_{c(h)})).
\]

Then, \( \mu^h(m^l_{c(h)}) = 1 \) if \( l \in \arg \max U^h(l) \) and 0 otherwise (as \( \sum_{l=TB,NB,\emptyset} l(m^l_{c(h)}) = 1 \)).

We represent the pure strategy of consumer \( h \) by a basis vector \( m \in M \) of dimension \( M \). The vector \( \mu^h(m) \) is the vector in \( \mathbb{R}^M \) with 1 as \( (m)^{th} \) coordinate and zero otherwise. By a parallel argument as above, there is a measurable selection \( h \rightarrow \mu^h(m) \) with an associated aggregate demand vector \( \int_G \mu^h(m)d\lambda \), which is the integral of upper semi-continuous demands with respect to a non-atomic measure. Thus, \( \int_G \mu^h(m)d\lambda \) is upper semi-continuous, with compact (by the assumption \( \sum_{l=TB,NB,\emptyset} l(m^l_{c(h)}) = 1 \)), convex (by Lyapunov’s convexity theorem) and nonempty values.

Lenders and investors’ objective functions are linear and their choice variables belong to nonempty closed compact sets. Thus, their respective optimization problems pin down prices \( q^{TB} \), \( q^{NB} \) and \( \tau \) parameterized in the other players’ actions.

Auctioneer 1 chooses \( p_1 \) to minimize \( \left( \sum_l \int_G\bar{H}^l_i(m^l_{c(h)})\bar{\mu}^h(m^l_{c(h)})d\lambda - \bar{H} \right)^2 \), where \( \bar{H} \) stands for the exogenous supply of housing from an older previous generation. Auctioneer 2 chooses \( p_2 \) to minimize \( \left( \sum_l \int_G H^l_2(m^l_{c(h)})\bar{\mu}^h(m^l_{c(h)})d\lambda - \bar{H} \right)^2 \), where \( \bar{H} \) stands for the exogenous demand of housing from a younger future generation. Auctioneer 3 chooses \( \varphi^{TB} \) and \( \varphi^{NB} \) to minimize \( \sum_l \int_G (\psi^h(m^l_{c(h)})\bar{\mu}^h(m^l_{c(h)})d\lambda - \int_L \varphi^l(m^l_{c(h)})d\lambda)^2 \). Auctioneer 4 chooses \( z^l \) to minimize \( (d^l \varphi^l - z^l)^2 \), for \( l = TB, NB \). Auctioneer 5 chooses \( z^l \) to minimize \( (z^l - \bar{z}^l)^2 \), for \( l = TB, NB \). Finally, to guarantee the consistency condition (1.2), we introduce Auctioneer 6, whose optimization problem consists of choosing \( \pi^l \in [0,1] \) to minimize \( (\pi^l - g(f_G(\mu(G,l), \mu(B,l)), CST^l))^2 \), for \( l \in \{TB, NB\} \), where functions \( f \) and \( g \) are as defined in Section 3.

All auctioneers’ strategy sets are nonempty, convex, and compact. An equilibrium for the constructed generalized game consists of a vector \((\bar{\pi}, \bar{\mu}, \bar{\psi}, \bar{\varphi}, \bar{z}, \bar{\pi}_1, \bar{\pi}_2, \bar{\pi}_3, \bar{\varphi}, \bar{\varphi}, \bar{\varphi})\) such that each player \( a \) chooses a strategy \( \bar{\pi}^a \) to solve his respective optimization problem parameterized in the other players’ actions \( \bar{\pi}^{a-} \).

**Claim 2:** There exists an equilibrium in mixed strategies for the constructed generalized
Proof: Note that the consumer’s strategy set for choosing his most preferred mortgage market in stage 2 has a finite and discrete space domain $\mathcal{M}$. In order to circumvent this problem, we extend our generalized game to allow for consumers’ mixed strategies in the set of group types $\mathcal{M}$. Let $\Sigma(\mathcal{M}) = \{\sigma = (\sigma(m))_{m \in \mathcal{M}} : \sigma(m) \geq 0, \sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}} \sigma(m) = 1\}$. Then, $\Sigma(\mathcal{M})$ stands for the convex hull of $\{TB, NB, \emptyset\}$, which is the set of mixed strategies for each consumer. A profile of strategies $\rho : G \cup B \rightarrow \Sigma(\mathcal{M})$ brings the continuum of consumers into strategies (pure or mixed).

Consumer $h$’s stage 2 optimization problem extended to mixed strategies is such that this consumer randomizes over the possible consumptions in the set of different market choices. We write $U^h(\sigma) \equiv u^h\left(\sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}} \sigma(m)(x^h(m), \psi^h(m)), \sigma \right)$. That is, consumer randomizes in $\mathcal{M}$, but not directly in consumption. Then, consumer $h$’s stage 2 maximization problem is $\max_{\sigma \in \Sigma(\mathcal{M})} U^h(\sigma)$.

Utility function $u^h\left(\sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}} \sigma(m)(x^h(m), \psi^h(m)), \sigma \right)$ is a continuous bounded real valued function on $\sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}} \sigma(m)(x^h(m), \psi^h(m))$, and the mixed strategy $\sigma$ belongs to the convex compact set $\Sigma(\mathcal{M})$. $K(h) = \{\sigma \in \Sigma(\mathcal{M}) : \sigma \in \arg \max U^h(\sigma)\}$ denotes the set of mixed strategies that solve consumer $h$’s second stage maximization problem.

We must extend the fictitious auctioneers’ problems to allow for consumers’ mixed strategies. Given a mixed strategy profile $\rho : G \cup B \rightarrow \Sigma(\mathcal{G})$, we can rewrite the auctioneers 1, 2 and 3’s objective functions extended to mixed strategies as follows: Auctioneer 1 chooses $p_1$ to minimize $\left(\sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}} \int_{G \cup B} H^h_1(m) \rho^h(m)d\lambda - \bar{H}\right)^2$; Auctioneer 2 chooses $p_2$ to minimize $\left(\sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}} \int_{G \cup B} H^h_2(m) \rho^h(m)d\lambda - \bar{H}\right)^2$; Auctioneer 3 chooses $\varphi^{TB}$ and $\varphi^{NB}$ to minimize $\sum_{m \in \mathcal{M}} (\int_{G \cup B} \bar{\psi}^h(m_{c(h)}) \rho^h(m_{c(h)}) d\lambda - \int_L \varphi^l(m_{c(h)}) d\lambda)^2$, for $l = TB, NB$. All the conditions of Debreu’s (1952) theorem hold. Thus, we can assert that the extended generalized game has an equilibrium, possibly in mixed strategies.

At this point it remains to observe that auctioneers 1-3’ new (extended) objective functions do not depend only on the average of the consumers’ profile, as consumers’ demands for commodities may be different among consumers of the same type as they can have different access to the mortgage market. Consequently, we cannot apply Schmeidler (1973) to show that a degenerate equilibrium of the extended generalized game is, in fact, an equilibrium of the original game. Instead, we apply a particular result of Pascoa (1998), used by Araujo and Pascoa (2002, Lemma 2) in an incomplete markets economy, which says that purification can be possible if in the ex-
tended generalized game, players’ mixed strategies depend only on finitely many indicators, one for each type (a statistical indicator).

In particular, auctioneers 1’s extended payoff functions depend on the profile of mixed strategies $\rho$ only through finitely many indicators, one for each consumer type $C = G, B$ in $m \in M$, of the form $\int_{G \cup B} \int_{M} H^h_1(m; \bar{p}_1) d\rho^h(m) d\lambda$. Given a mixed strategies equilibrium profile $\rho$, there exists a profile $(h, m)_{h \in G \cup B; m \in M}$ such that the Dirac measure $\hat{\rho}^h$ at $m$ is an extreme point of the set $K(h)$, which is the consumer $h$’s best response to the price chosen by Auctioneer 1 in the previous equilibrium in mixed strategies. And moreover, $\int_{G \cup B} \int_{M} H^h_1(m; \bar{p}_1) d\rho^h(m) d\lambda$ is the same as $\int_{G \cup B} \int_{M} H^h_1(m; \bar{p}_1) d\hat{\rho}^h(m) d\lambda$. Hence, we can replace $(h, m)$ by $(h, \hat{\rho}^h(m))$, for all $h \in G \cup B$, and keep all the equilibrium conditions satisfied. The indicators that the atomic auctioneer takes as given evaluated at $\hat{\rho}$ are still the same as when evaluated at $\rho$. The proofs for auctioneers 2 and 3’s payoff functions follow the same lines. Therefore, we conclude that $\hat{\rho}$ is a degenerate equilibrium profile. □

Claim 3: An equilibrium for our generalized game (in pure strategies) is an equilibrium as defined in Definition 1.

Proof: Let $(x, \psi, \varphi, z, \mu, p_1, p_1, q, \tau)$ be an equilibrium in pure strategies of the generalized game introduced above. Our construction of consumers’ optimization in stage 1 and stage 2 of the above generalized game imply that equilibrium condition (1.1) is satisfied for consumers - otherwise, we would find a smaller consumption bundle and use continuity to get into a contradiction with the proposed optimum. Equilibrium condition (1.1) for lenders and investors follow from the solutions of lender $l$ and investor $i$’ linear optimization problems, respectively. Equilibrium condition (1.2) follows from the auctioneer 6’s optimization problem. Market clearing conditions are satisfied due to the following reasons: (MC.1) and (MC.2) result from the solutions to auctioneer 3’s optimization problem. (MC.3) results from the solutions to auctioneers 4 and 5’s optimization problems. (MC.5) follows from the solutions to auctioneers 1 and 2 optimization problems. (MC.4) follow by Walras’ law in periods 1 and 2. In particular, we can aggregate all agents’ resources in period 1, including the exogenous supply of owner-occupied housing in period 1 from a previous old generation of consumers, and obtain:

---

[56]Observe that we could have written $\sum_{m \in M} H^h_1(m) \rho^h(m)$ instead of $\int_{M} H^h_1(m) d\rho^h(m)$. 
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\[ \zeta_1 \equiv \sum_{m \in M} \int_{G \cup B} \left( p_{1} H_{l}^{h}(m_{c(h)}) + R_{l}^{h}(m_{c(h)}) - q_{l} \psi^{h}(m_{c(h)}) - \omega^{SR} \right) \mu^{h}(m_{c(h)}) d\lambda - p_{1} \bar{H} + \]

\[ \sum_{l=TB,NB} \int_{I} (\omega_{1} - q_{l} \varphi + \tau z) d\lambda + \int_{G} (\omega_{1} - \tau z) d\lambda \leq 0 \]

It is easy to see that, when market clearing conditions (MC.1), (MC.2), (MC.3) and (MC.5) hold, there is no excess demand of the numeraire good consumption in period 1 \((\zeta_1 \leq 0)\). Otherwise, we would contradict the above aggregation of budget constraints. In fact, the previous inequality holds with equality (i.e., the market of the numeraire good in period 1 clears). Suppose, by contradiction, that \(\zeta < 0\). Then, there is a nonnull set of agents with non-binding budget constraints, which contradicts the optimization requirement. Thus, \(\zeta_1 = 0\). By a similar argument, we can also prove that \(\zeta_2 = 0\). \square

### A.3 Equilibrium Closed Form Solutions

In this section we briefly present the closed form solutions of our equilibrium model. First, mortgage discount prices \(q^{TB}, q^{NB}\) and \(\tau\) follow by solving the lenders \(TB\) and \(NB\) optimization problems. Here we focus on the case where traditional banks originate-to-own, i.e., \(d^{TB} = 0\) (it stands to reason that the higher is \(d^{TB}\) for a given \(d^{NB}\), TBs have access to more liquidity from secondary markets and TB mortgage prices and loan amounts will increase). A TB with \(d^{TB} = 0\) and \(\pi^{TB} = 1\) finds it optimal to set its mortgage discount price equal to its discount factor \(\theta^{i}\), i.e., \(q^{TB} = \theta^{i}\). On the other hand, the discount price for NB loans under hard information only is

\[ q^{NB} = \frac{\bar{\pi} \tilde{\theta}}{1 - \delta(1 - \bar{\pi})\tilde{\theta}} \quad (14) \]

where \(\bar{\pi} \equiv \pi^{NB} = \pi^{i}\) and \(\tilde{\theta} \equiv d^{i}\theta^{i} + (1 - d^{i})\theta^{f}\). Expression (14) follows by using the consumer’s first period budget constraint, \(p_{1} = p_{2}\) and \(\lambda(G\text{-rating})\psi^{TB} = \varphi^{TB}\), and then deriving the corresponding optimality conditions from the lender and investor’ optimization problems. The equilibrium for our economy with two consumption goods and two potential funding sources must be consistent with these optimal pricing conditions.
Since $\theta^i > \theta^l$, a higher mortgage distribution rate $d^l$ implies a higher $q^{NB}$.\textsuperscript{57} Adverse selection is captured by belief $\bar{\pi} < 1$ and decreases the NB’s discount price. The term $1 - \delta(1 - \bar{\pi})\bar{\theta}$ in (14) is the “default loss” that the NB incurs when its pool contains an expected fraction $1 - \bar{\pi}$ of B-type borrowers: the higher the default loss, the lower is the discount price that the NB offers to its borrowers. The NB’s mortgage rate (or cost of capital) is $1/q^{NB}$.

Using the TB and NB’ pricing expressions, we obtain

$$EP = \frac{1}{\pi^{NB}(d^{NB}\theta^i + (1 - d^{NB})\theta^l)} - \delta \frac{1 - \pi^{NB}}{\pi^{NB} - 1}\theta^l$$

where $\pi^{NB}$ is given by (1) and thus increasing in $CST^{NB}$.

Prices $q^{NB}$ and $q^{TB}$ can be compared as follows:

$$q^{NB} < q^{TB} \text{ if } \pi^{NB} < \pi^2 \equiv \frac{\theta^l(1 - \delta\bar{\theta})}{\bar{\theta}(1 - \delta\theta^l)}.$$

Threshold $\pi^2$ is the same as the one found in Section 4 when we characterized the different equilibrium regimes.

Finally, the discount price that investors pay for the subprime mortgages is

$$\tau = \bar{\pi}\theta^i/(1 - \delta(1 - \bar{\pi})\bar{\theta})$$

Next, we give the closed form solutions for loan amounts. We refer to the pairs $(q^{TB}, \varphi^{TB})$

\begin{itemize}
  \item Greater patience attributable to SM investors can be interpreted as a measure of liquidity in the secondary market. One of the main sources of secondary market liquidity during the middle 2000s derived from demand from the GSEs (Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) in pursuit of affordable housing goals. HUD required the GSEs to purchase loans that complied with affordable lending criteria, with targeted percentages starting at 30 percent in 1993 and peaking at 50 percent in 2001 and 58 percent in 2008. Fannie and Freddie were able to count purchases of private-label sub-prime MBS towards meeting those goals, including securities containing reduced and low documentation loans (the loans for which income misrepresentation was most prominent–see Ambrose et al. 2016). From 2003 to 2006, according to data from Inside Mortgage Finance and the FHFA, those purchases totaled more than $533 billion and accounted from 36.3% of all securities purchases during that four year window. Other sources of liquidity included depository banks, foreign investors, mutual funds and life insurers, all of which increased their holdings in mortgage-related investment over the 2003-06 time period according to Inside Mortgage Finance. Basle II has been cited as an important reason for the increased demand. Foreign investment played a particularly prominent role, where, for example, China increased their holdings of U.S. securities by six times between 2002 and 2008. Accommodating Fed interest rate policy has also been cited as contributing to secondary market liquidity, where, according to John Taylor (2009), targeted rates were a full 3 percent below target, with the “extra-easy policy” contributing to increases in home prices.
\end{itemize}
and \((q^{NB}, \varphi^{NB})\) as the pooling contracts offered by TBs and NBs, respectively. First, notice that G-type consumers take prices as given, including the mortgage discount price (determined by the lender’s optimization problem), and borrow against all their second period revenue, provided that they consume exactly the subsistence rent \(\omega^{SR}\). We find the following equilibrium TB loan amount expression:

\[
q^{TB} = \frac{\theta^l}{1 - \theta^l}
\]  

which is an increasing function of the TB’s discount factor.

Similarly, we find the following equilibrium NB loan amount expression:

\[
q^{NB} = \frac{\pi^{NB} \bar{\theta}}{1 - \bar{\theta}(\pi^{NB}(1 - \delta) + \delta)}
\]  

B-type consumers that receive a good rating by the NB misrepresent their type and borrow under the same terms and conditions than G-type consumers. In the expression above we can see that the equilibrium NB loan amount increases with the predictive power of the hard credit scoring technology (and thus with the NB’s belief \(\pi^{NB}\), the foreclosure recovery rate \(\delta\), and the \(d^{NB}\)-weighted discount factor \(\bar{\theta}\). The term \(\bar{\theta}\) in turn increases with the distribution rate \(d^{NB}\) and the investor’s discount factor \(\theta^i\), and decreases with the lender’s discount factor \(\theta^l\).

The NB’s income from distributing mortgages to investors is given by the following expression:\(^{58}\)

\[
\tau^{NB} z^{NB} = d^{NB} \mu^{NB} (\text{rating=G}) \frac{1 - \delta \theta}{1 - \delta \theta (1 - \pi^{NB})}
\]

### A.4 Minimum House Size

#### A.4.1 NB Mortgage Market Specific to B-type Consumers

We focus on the existence of a pooling equilibrium. This is because, as we argued in Section 4, we can rule out the existence of a mortgage market for B-type consumers, given the presence of a minimum house size \(H_{NB}^{min}\) that prevents B-type consumers with a small NB loan to buy a house.

\(^{58}\)The equilibrium quantity of mortgages originated by NBs is constrained by the investor’s wealth because \(\tau z^i \leq \omega^i\). Thus, our model is also able to capture Gennaioli et al. (2013) result that investors’ wealth may drive up securitization. To see this, notice that NBs are constrained by the total amount of credit that can be securitized, i.e., \(q^{NB} \varphi^{NB} = z^{NB} = z^i\) where the first inequality obeys the originate-to-distribute equation (2) and the second equality follows from market clearing in the secondary mortgage market.
with a lot size larger than $H_{NB}^{\text{min}}$.

We now identify threshold $H_{NB}^{\text{min}}$ as a function of the parameters of our economy. First, notice that the NB would get positive profits by lending to a B-type consumer if $q^B \varphi^B \leq \theta^i \delta pH_1^B$ (here we are assuming $d^{NB} = 1$ as this gives the largest loan amount to the consumer since pricing uses the investor’s discount factor $\theta^i$). Then, using $pH_1^B = \omega^{SR} + q^B \varphi^B$ from the first period budget constraint (assuming $\bar{H}$ constant in both periods), we get

$$q^B \varphi^B \leq \frac{\theta^i \delta \omega^{SR}}{1 - \theta^i \delta} \equiv \bar{L}$$

that is, $\bar{L}$ is the maximum loan amount that a NB would give to a B-type consumer being compatible with non-negative profits for the lender. Now, going back to the minimum house size regulation argument, we can rule out a mortgage market for B-type consumers if $H^B < H_{NB}^{\text{min}}$, i.e., if $(\omega^{SR} + \bar{L})/p < H_{NB}^{\text{min}}$. The market clearing price for owner-occupied housing is $p = (2\omega^{SR} + \bar{L} + L^G)/\bar{H}$, where $L^G$ is the loan amount that a G-type consumer would obtain from a NB when mortgage markets are segmented (using the NB’s first order condition and that G-type consumer’s first period budget constraint we get $L^G = \bar{\theta}(\omega^{SR} + \bar{L})/(1 - \bar{\theta})$). Then, back to the inequality for $H_{NB}^{\text{min}}$ we can write

$$H_{NB}^{\text{min}} > \frac{\bar{H}(\omega^{SR} + \bar{L})}{2\omega^{SR} + \bar{L} + L^G}$$

Hence, we conclude that a minimum house size policy can rule out the possibility of a separating equilibrium when inequality (9) holds.

### A.4.2 TB Mortgage Market Specific to B-type Consumers

TBs can in general lend to G-type consumers or to B-type consumers. Similarly to our discussion on the effect of $H_{NB}^{\text{min}}$ on a conduit mortgage market specific for B-type consumers, we can also find a threshold $H_{TB}^{\text{min}}$ that rules out a TB mortgage market specific for B-type consumers. The TB mortgage contract $(q^{B,r}, \psi^{B,r})$ specific for B-type consumers must satisfy budget constraints $pH_1^{B,r} = \omega^{SR} + q^{B,r} \psi^{B,r}$ and $\omega^{SR} = \omega^{SR} - \psi^{B,r} + pH_1^{B,r}$ (the latter coming from the limited recourse requirement), which implies $\psi^{B,r} = pH_1^{B,r}$ and $\psi^{B,r} = \omega^{SR}/(1 - q^{B,r})$. TB’s optimization implies that $q^{B,r} = \theta^i \delta$. Thus, $\psi^{B,r} = \omega^{SR}/(1 - \theta^i \delta)$ and using again equation $\psi^{B,r} = pH_1^{B,r}$
we get $H_1^{B,r} = \omega^{SR}/p(1 - \theta^l \delta)$. Then, set

$$H_{TB}^{\text{min}} \equiv \omega^{SR}/p(1 - \delta \theta^l)$$

(18)

This housing policy implies that subprime consumers with a small TB loan (or no loan) have no other option but to rent in the first period, because when $p > 1$ these consumers can only afford buying a house of size $\omega^{SR}/p$, which is below $H_{TB}^{\text{min}}$.

### A.5 House Prices

The equilibrium subprime house price depends on the mass of consumers with access to a non-prime mortgage. In particular, we find that:

- If $CST^{NB} < \max\{CST_0, CST_1\}$,

  $$p = v(TB) \left( \omega^{SR} + \frac{\theta^l \omega^+}{1 - \theta^l} \right)$$

- If $CST^{NB} \in [\max\{CST_0, CST_1\}, CST_2]$,

  $$p = (v(TB) + \lambda_2(G\text{-Rating}^{NB})) \omega^{SR} + \frac{\theta^l \omega^+}{1 - \theta^l} + \lambda_2(G\text{-Rating}^{NB}) \frac{\omega^+ \theta^{\pi^{NB}}}{1 - \theta^{(\pi^{NB}(1 - \delta) + \delta)}}$$

- If $CST^{NB} > CST_2$,

  $$p = (\min\{\lambda_G(1 - CST^{NB}), v(TB)\} + \lambda_3(G\text{-Rating}^{NB})) \omega^{SR} + \frac{\theta^l \omega^+}{1 - \theta^l} \min\{\lambda_G(1 - CST^{NB}), v(TB)\} + \lambda_3(G\text{-Rating}^{NB}) \frac{\omega^+ \theta^{\pi^{NB}}}{1 - \theta^{(\pi^{NB}(1 - \delta) + \delta)}}$$

where $\lambda(G\text{-Rating}^{NB})$ is the endogenous measure of consumers that borrow from NBs,\footnote{Recall that the measure of consumers that receive a good rating in mortgage market $l \in \{TB, NB\}$ is $\lambda(G\text{-Rating}^l) = CST^l \cdot \hat{\lambda}_G(l) + (1 - CST^l) \cdot \hat{\lambda}_B$, where $\hat{\lambda}_G(l) \equiv \lambda(H : e(h) = G, \mu^B(m^B_l) = 1)$ and $\hat{\lambda}_B \equiv \lambda(H : e(h) = B, \mu^G(m^B_l) = 1)$ are the measure of G-type and B-type consumers that attempt to borrow from lender $l \in \{TB, NB\}$.} i.e., $\lambda_1(G\text{-Rating}^{NB}) = 0$ when $\pi^{NB} < \max\{\pi_0, \pi_1\}$, $\lambda_2(G\text{-Rating}^{NB}) = CST^{NB}(\lambda_G - $
\( v(TB)) + (1 - CST^{NB}) \lambda_B \) when \( CST^{NB} \in [\max\{CST_0, CST_1\}, CST_2], \) and \( \lambda_3(G\text{-Rating}^{NB}) = CST^{NB} \lambda_G + (1 - CST^{NB}) \lambda_B \) when \( CST^{NB} > CST_2. \)

With the above expressions, we can now compute the equilibrium house size using the consumer’s first period budget constraint. Because \( p > 1 \), we have that, whenever the consumer has access to a mortgage lender \( l \), the house size consumption is a corner solution, given by expression:

\[
H_l^1 = \frac{\omega^{SR} + q^l \psi^l}{p}
\]

Expression \( H_l^1 \) depends on the equilibrium regime as \( p \) does. In Figure 3 we illustrate the equilibrium values of house sizes \( H^{TB} \) and \( H^{NB} \) as a function of \( CST^{NB} \). There we see that when the economy enters Regime 3, the house size of borrowers with NB loans is larger than for borrowers with TB loans. This is consistent with the idea that the TB mortgage market is not the consumers’ first option in Regime 3. We also see that the equilibrium house size of consumers with TB loans plummets when the NB loan size enters in Region 3, as the expansion of the NB loan market injects more credit in the economy and house price jumps. Also notice that there is a discontinuity in the equilibrium house size purchased with NB loans when \( \hat{\pi}_G^{NB} \) and \( CST^{NB} \) are such that \( \pi^{NB} = \pi_2 \) even when the jump in the NB loan amount is partially offset by the jump in the equilibrium house price at that point.

Figure 4 shows that the size of the rental market is largest in Regime 1 (only the TB mortgage market exists). When Regime 2 starts (\( CST^{NB} \) attains \( \pi_1 \)), the rental market shrinks as new consumers get (conduit) mortgages. The rental market shrinks again in Regime 3 (\( CST^{NB} \) attains \( \pi_2 \)), as the NB mortgage market absorbs a substantial larger fraction of G-type and B-type consumers, while the portfolio mortgage market also absorbs those G-type consumers without a conduit loan.

For the sake of brevity, we omit the computation details of thresholds \( \pi_0, \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) (and their corresponding thresholds \( CST_0, CST_1 \) and \( CST_2 \)).\(^{60}\)

\(^{60}\)The authors can facilitate the algebra details upon request.
A.6 Investors’ Liquidity and the Distribution of Income

Proof of Proposition 3: The thesis part of Proposition 3.1 follows because a higher $\theta^i$ decreases the threshold $CST_{NB}^2$ (as well as thresholds $CST_{NB}^0$ and $CST_{NB}^1$). For example, using the specified parameters in our simulations above, when $\theta^i$ goes from 0.9 to 0.95 all else constant, $\pi_2$ falls from 0.74 to 0.69, and $CST_{NB}^2$ falls from 0.85 to 0.81.

To prove Proposition 3.2, first notice that a negative shock to $\lambda_G / (\lambda_G + \lambda_B)$ does not change equilibrium threshold $\pi_2$ since

$$\pi_2 = \frac{\theta^i (1 - \delta (d^{NB} \theta^i + (1 - d^{NB}) \theta^i))}{(d^{NB} \theta^i + (1 - d^{NB}) \theta^i)(1 - \theta^i \delta)}.$$

However, a shock to the fundamental proportion of G-type consumers decreases $\pi_{NB}^G$ because it depends on $\hat{\pi}_{G}^{NB}$ (see expression (1)), and $\hat{\pi}_{G}^{NB}$ is a decreasing function of $\lambda_G / (\lambda_G + \lambda_B)$. Because of this dependence, a sufficiently large shock to the fundamental proportion will bring $\pi_{NB}^G$ below threshold $\pi_2$. ■

A.7 Recourse Versus Non-recourse Mortgages

Limited Recourse in Default: We assumed that mortgage contracts were recourse but subject to limits in consumer liability. In our model payment default will endogenously occur at the beginning of period 2 when a B-type applies for a mortgage loan in period 1 in the NB market.

---

61 See Poblete-Cazenave and Torres-Martinez’s (2013) for a general equilibrium model with limited-recourse collateralized loans and securitization of debts, where equilibrium is shown to exist for any continuous garnishment rule and multiple types of reimbursement mechanisms.
and successfully obtains funding to purchase a house (it is misclassified as a G-type).

Limited recourse is achieved as follows. All period 2 consumer income is pledged to the lender in default, subject to a protective “safe harbor” rule that allows the consumer to retain a minimum subsistence level of consumption equal to $\omega^{SR}$. Hence, limited recourse implies that lenders cannot take everything and leave a consumer homeless when he defaults and becomes bankrupt. In fact, homestead rules in bankruptcy are designed to shield consumers from “too much” recourse on mortgage loans. Because B-types have no additional income to pledge in any case, it is costless for the B-type to subject itself to partial recourse. The “teeth” in the limited recourse requirement is that it functions as an ex-ante incentive compatibility condition for G-types that supports a larger loan amount, which in turn increases consumption in period 1 due to an ability to purchase a larger house (see Davila 2015).

Non-recourse mortgage contract: In contrast, strict non-recourse would reduce the mortgage amount and hence consumption for G-types, since there is no credible commitment to fund the mortgage payment in the second period (i.e., strategic default would occur) after the consumer has consumed housing services from the larger house in period 1.

With a strict non-recourse mortgage, based on previous logic if the house does not sell for at least what the borrower owes, the lender must absorb the difference. Accordingly, in this case the second period budget constraint (7) should be rewritten as follows: $p_2 H_2 + R_2 \leq \omega_2 + p_2 H_1 - \min\{p_2 H_1, \psi\}$\textsuperscript{62}. If we were to modify our model in such a way, the loan size reduces sufficiently such that the adverse selection problem in the NB loan market would be absent because both types of consumers would be able to always repay their debt using part or all of the proceeds from the house sale, and still consume the subsistence rent $\omega^{SR}$.

A strict non-recourse contract may prevent the consumer from borrowing against all the second period income that is above $\omega^{SR}$, as the promise cannot be larger than the house value ($pH_1$). Strict non-recourse, by eliminating adverse selection, causes the G-type to delay some consumption until the second period. This is welfare decreasing, since households are impatient and because the younger household derives more utility from owning a house than renting.

Empirical evidence: Partial recourse is available in 40 out of 50 US states. See Ghent and Kudlyak’s (2011) table 1 for a summary of the different state recourse laws in the US. According

\textsuperscript{62}See Araujo et al. (2002) for a recursive general equilibrium economy with non-recourse collateral and default.
to Rao and Walsh (2009), only three states out of 50 exclude any form of recourse to help lenders recover fees and costs associated with residential mortgage default and foreclosure.

Consistent with our previous discussion, Cao and Liu (2016) find that higher-risk loans are more likely to be originated in recourse states, and Pence (2006) shows that mortgage loan amounts are higher in recourse states.\textsuperscript{63} Curtis (2014) shows that “lender-friendly” foreclosure law states are associated with larger increases in subprime origination volume.

### A.8 Extended Model: The Case of Adverse Selection in the Secondary Mortgage Market

Previously we assumed that non-bank lenders and secondary market investors relied on the same (hard) information in their assessment of mortgage loan credit quality, with accurate and credible transmission of that information from the non-bank loan originator to the secondary market investor. In this section we extend the model to provide a structural analysis of what happens when soft information is acquired by sophisticated non-bank lenders and used to adversely select against secondary market investors. We relabel sophisticated non-bank lenders as SLs.

In the model, adverse selection in the secondary loan investor market occurs when a SL acquires soft information, in secret and at a cost, over and above the hard information that is already available to the unsophisticated non-bank lender (NB) and secondary market investors. With a fixed SM distribution rate, \( d^{SL} < 1 \), the additional soft information allows the SL to sell lower credit quality loans into the secondary market while retaining higher credit quality loans for itself. The retention of higher credit quality loans, originated at an implied credit spread that reflects risks based on hard information only, provides the incremental profits necessary to pay to acquire soft information.

Because now \( CST^{SL} \) may include soft information on top of hard information, we write \( CST^{SL}_{Soft} \equiv h + f(s) \), where \( h \) denotes the hard information component and \( f(s) \) denotes the soft information component. The quantity of soft information acquired is denoted by \( s \). We require

\textsuperscript{63}It is interesting to observe that some of our predictions appear to be consistent with the data. In particular, Elliot Annenberg used loan performance data to regress the mortgage rate spread of securitized (NB) over portfolio (TB) loans (partialling out observable borrower characteristics) on a state recourse dummy (Ghent and Kudlyak 2011), and found a positive coefficient for the recourse state dummy (\( \text{spread} = 0.09 + 0.11 \cdot \text{recourse dummy} \)). See Elliot Annenmber’s discussion at the HULM conference in the Federal Reserve of Chicago (Ocotber 23, 2015).
to be any smoothly continuous concave function that satisfies \( f(s) \in [0, 1 - h] \). When there is only hard information, we write \( CST^{SL}_{Hard} \) which is known to equal \( h \).

Here we consider a setting in which secondary market investors attend to information in the secondary mortgage market that is directly relevant to them, but who are inattentive to other measures such as the total supply of funded mortgage loans. In particular, we assume that secondary market investors believe that loan applications are screened using hard information only given the current credit scoring technology, and pay attention to: 1) the price at which mortgage loans are sold into the secondary market, and 2) the quantity of originated loans sold into the secondary market. The price and quantity constraints are such that they equal price and quantity which obtain in equilibrium when only hard information is acquired by SLs. To sell loans into the SM at any other price and quantity (as specified in the securities prospectus) would otherwise tip off secondary market participants that some unexpected out-of-equilibrium action had been undertaken.

The mortgage price condition that obtains when only hard information is input into the credit scoring model follows from our previous work (for details, see expression (14)), where

\[
q^{SL} = \frac{\pi^{SL}_{H}(d^{i} \theta^{i} + (1 - d^{i}) \theta^{l})}{1 - \delta(1 - \pi^{SL}_{H})(d^{i} \theta^{i} + (1 - d^{i}) \theta^{l})}
\]  

(19)

with \( \pi^{SL}_{H} \) denoting the posterior Bayesian probability using hard credit information. The mortgage loan price condition is empirically supported by Rajan et al. (2015), who find that subprime conduit lenders set interest rates only on the basis of variables that are reported to investors.

The quantity condition is that the SL sells into the secondary market the same number of loans that would obtain when only hard information is used to assess credit quality. We refer to Section A.8.2 for further details on this constraint. The constraints imposed on SL mortgage loan price and quantity sold into the secondary market allow us to isolate changes in the aggregate supply of originated loans as well as changes in the true credit quality of the mortgage loan portfolio.

Because traditional banks (TBs) only originate mortgages based on a full set of hard and soft information, we assume \( d^{TB} = 0 \), consistent with the implicit market arrangement that traditional banks establish a “firewall” between the “originate-to-own” and the “originate-to-distribute”. As explained in Section 7, this firewall was imposed by secondary market investors
in order to prevent traditional banks from underwriting based on a fuller set of information than was available to secondary market investors.

A.8.1 The Mechanics of Soft Information Acquisition and Adverse Selection in the Secondary Loan Market

In this subsection we specifically examine what it means for the SL to acquire soft information and use that information to select against the secondary market.\textsuperscript{64} The \textit{hard} \( \text{CST}^{\text{SL}} \) will, as a baseline, determine the precision of borrower type classification. Soft information, on top of hard information, improves precision with respect to classifying loans as G or B. We note that, in general, the classification precision remains imperfect. That is, we do not require that information acquisition results in full information regarding borrower type; rather, we analyze continuous margins to determine the quantity of soft information that is optimally acquired at a cost.

From the SL’s perspective, conditional on \( \text{CST}^{\text{SL}}_{\text{Hard}} \) and the acquisition of soft information, there are four relevant categories of loan classifications. Throughout we assume the law of large numbers applies so that classification precision can be concisely expressed as a probability. Let “\textit{rating hard}” indicate the yes-no classification outcome based on hard information only, and “\textit{rating soft}” indicate the SL’s own, more precise, classification based on the acquired soft information. The four loan categories are:

| (\textit{rating soft} = G | \textit{rating hard} = G): | Want to own, can sell (reconfirmed as a cherry) |
|--------------------------------------------------|------------------------------------------------|
| (\textit{rating soft} = B | \textit{rating hard} = G): | Don’t want to own, can sell (downgraded from cherry status, now a lemon) |
| (\textit{rating soft} = G | \textit{rating hard} = B): | Want to own, cannot sell (upgraded from lemon status, now a cherry) |
| (\textit{rating soft} = B | \textit{rating hard} = B): | Don’t want to own, cannot sell (reconfirmed as a lemon) |

\textsuperscript{64}In our model, the SL mortgage price is constrained to mimic the case without soft information acquisition. See Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2012) for a more sophisticated framework that solves jointly for investment and information choices, with general preferences and information cost functions.
The total number of loans originated by the SL when only hard information is considered was determined previously to be:

\[ N_{SL}^{Hard} = CST_{SL}^{Hard} \lambda_G + (1 - CST_{SL}^{Hard}) \lambda_B \]  

(20)

where \( \lambda_G \) and \( \lambda_B \) indicate the number of G- and B-types applying for a conduit loan in Regime 3. When Regime 2 applies in equilibrium, the number of G-types applying for a SL loan equal \( \lambda_G - v(TB) \) rather than \( \lambda_G \) (see Proposition 2 for a general formulation). Also, as before, to simplify calculations we assume \( Pr^{SL}(\text{rating}=G|G) = Pr^{SL}(\text{rating}=B|B) \) throughout.

The number of loans originated by the SL is now endogenously determined as a function of the soft information acquired. In order to simplify the analysis, we will assume that the exogenous distribution rate, \( d^{SL} \), is sufficiently large enough so that the quantity of lemons that are available for sale into the secondary market is less than the total number of loans actually sold into that market. This means that, in addition to the lemons, there will be reconfirmed cherries sold to secondary market investors.\(^{65}\) Importantly, reconfirmed cherries are G-types with higher probability than under the hard information only regime.

Now, given a fixed quantity of acquired soft information, and with no internal mortgage quantity constraint of its own, the SL will want to originate all loans which it rates as G-type (reconfirmed cherries as well as upgraded loans). The SL will also originate the downgraded loans and sell them as lemons into the secondary market. That is, the number of loans actually originated by the SL with soft information acquisition in Regime 3 is:

\[ N_{SL}^{Soft} = \left( CST_{SL}^{Soft} \lambda_G + (1 - CST_{SL}^{Soft}) \lambda_B \right) + \left( (1 - CST_{SL}^{Hard}) \lambda_B - (1 - CST_{SL}^{Soft}) \lambda_B \right) \]  

(21)

where the appropriate quantity adjustment is made as before if Regime 2 applies in equilibrium.

Notice the total quantity of lemons available for sale into the secondary market is determined by the difference \( (1 - CST_{SL}^{Hard}) - (1 - CST_{SL}^{Soft}) > 0 \). These are the respective probabilities that a SL assigns a good rating to a B-loan under hard and soft information, where this difference is

\(^{65}\)That is, there will exist a unique critical \( d^* \) in \([0, 1]\) such that, for \( d^{NL} \) less than or equal to critical \( d^* \), only lemons are sold into the secondary market. When this occurs, the NL will originate only enough lemons to satisfy the sales quantity condition.
positive when \( s > 0 \).

Adverse selection in the secondary market occurs when the SL, first, sells all of the downgraded loans (lemons) into the SM, and then fills its quantity sales constraint with reconfirmed cherries. Once the sales quantity constraint is met, the SL retains all of the remaining reconfirmed cherries as well as the upgraded loans. Plugging the above expressions into equation (23), we obtain an expression for the endogenous SM distribution rate:

\[
\Delta(s) = \frac{\Theta^{SL}_{Hard}}{N^{SL}_{Soft}}
\]  

(22)

where \( \Theta^{SL}_{Hard} \) is the number of loans distributed into the secondary market when only hard information is used to assess credit quality. Formally,

\[
\Theta^{SL}_{Hard} = d^{SL}N^{SL}_{Hard}
\]  

(23)

where \( d^{SL} \) is the exogenously specified distribution rate used in that regime and \( N^{SL}_{Hard} \) is the total number of loans originated by SLs when loan underwriting decisions are made based on hard information only. Below, in the optimization problem for the SL, we shall assume that the SL adheres to requirement (22).

Based on the expressions above, three preliminary remarks follow immediately:

**Remark 5:** With soft information acquisition, the increase in the total number of originated loans is \( f(s)\lambda_G \).

**Remark 6:** With soft information acquisition, the number of upgraded and downgraded loans are \( f(s)\lambda_G \) and \( f(s)\lambda_B \), respectively.

**Remark 7:** When the SL has no quantity constraint of its own, the actual distribution rate of loans sold into the secondary market depends on the amount of soft information acquired by the SL, and is decreasing in \( s \).

### A.8.2 Implications for the Equilibrium Mortgage Market Configuration

To incorporate soft information acquisition and adverse selection in the secondary market into our model, we modify the SL’s optimization problem as follows. To allow for costly soft information
acquisition, let the cost of soft information acquisition increase linearly at a rate of $\beta$. In addition, there may be longer run costs to the SL for selling lemons into the secondary market (reputation or legal costs), since repercussions may occur when mortgage loan performance does not line up with expectations. As a result, a penalty parameter, $\varsigma$, is incorporated into the SLs objective function that is increasing in the number of lemons originated (i.e., total cost is $\varsigma \lambda_B f(s)$). Finally, we recall restricting the SL mortgage price, $q^{SL}$, and the total number of mortgages distributed, $\Theta_{Hard}$, as indicated by expressions (19) and (22).

Formally, the SL chooses $s \in [0, f^{-1}(1 - h)]$ to maximize

$$(\omega^1 - \beta s - q^{SL}\varphi^{SL} + \tau z^{SL}) + \beta^l (1 - \Delta(s))(\pi^S_{SL} \varphi^l + (1 - \pi^S_{SL})\delta p_2 H^G_1) - \varsigma \lambda_B f(s)$$

subject to the price and quantity restrictions (19) and (22), and where

$$\pi^S_{SL} = \frac{CST^S_{soft} \hat{\pi}^l_G}{CST^S_{soft} \hat{\pi}^l_G + (1 - CST^S_{soft})(1 - \hat{\pi}^l_G)}$$

(24)

denotes the SL’s belief regarding its retained portfolio quality as a result of soft information acquisition.

Given the quantity and price constraints imposed on loan sales into the secondary market, it follows that the regime boundaries do not change with soft information acquisition and secondary market adverse selection. Further, because SL mortgage price is constrained to equal the equilibrium price that obtains under hard information only, the individual consumer’s mortgage size also equates to that obtained with hard information only. But the total quantity of mortgage loans originated increases due to increases in the total number of loans originated, which causes the home ownership rate and house prices to increase in equilibrium.\footnote{Given the limited recourse nature of the subprime mortgage contract, $\psi^{SL} = \omega^G_2 - \omega^{SR} + p_2 H^G_1$. Thus, consumers get the same loan amount $q^{SL}\psi^{SL}$ than in the no-soft information setting; however, as shown previously, there are more loans originated under soft information. Since the SL’s mortgage discount price $q^{SL}$ doesn’t change, market clearing for the SL loan market follows by accommodating $\varphi^{SL}$ to the number of loans originated under soft information; see the Appendix for the closed form market clearing equations corresponding to Regimes 2 and 3.}
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A.8.3 Soft Information Acquisition

In our extension of the baseline model to allow for SL’s soft information acquisition, we assumed that in order to hide the soft information to the secondary market investors, the SL offers the same mortgage discount price and distributes the same number of loans as in the setting with hard information only. Thus, equilibrium regimes do not change. The only difference is on the “number” of mortgages originated, which has the effect of increasing the owner-occupied house price. Therefore, here we only indicate how $\lambda_1(G-Rating^{SL})$ changes when soft information acquisition is a possibility. The new expressions for Regimes 2 and 3 are the following:

- **Regime 2:**

  \[
  \lambda_{2,\text{Soft}}(G-Rating^{SL}) = \left(\text{CST}_{\text{Soft}}^{SL}\lambda_G - v(TB)\right) + \left(1 - \text{CST}_{\text{Soft}}^{SL}\right)\lambda_B + \left((1 - \text{CST}_{\text{Hard}}^{SL})\lambda_B - (1 - \text{CST}_{\text{Soft}}^{SL})\lambda_B\right)
  \]

  Thus, the market clearing equation is

  \[
  \lambda_{2,\text{Soft}}(G-Rating^{SL})\psi^{SL} = \phi^{SL} \text{ if Regime 2}
  \]

- **Regime 3:**

  \[
  \lambda_{3,\text{Soft}}(G-Rating^{SL}) = \left(\text{CST}_{\text{Soft}}^{SL}\lambda_G + (1 - \text{CST}_{\text{Soft}}^{SL})\lambda_B\right) + \left((1 - \text{CST}_{\text{Hard}}^{SL})\lambda_B - (1 - \text{CST}_{\text{Soft}}^{SL})\lambda_B\right)
  \]

  Thus, the market clearing equation is

  \[
  \lambda_{3,\text{Soft}}(G-Rating^{SL})\psi^{SL} = \phi^{SL} \text{ if Regime 3}
  \]

A.8.4 House prices

Figure 5 illustrates the owner-occupied house price level with and without soft information acquisition, showing that adverse selection in the secondary market magnifies housing booms – both within and across regimes. Similarly, a negative shock to house prices propagated by a loss
of confidence in credit scoring technology (or through some other complementary channel) may be accompanied by a reduction in or an elimination of soft information acquisition, which further magnifies housing busts.

Figure 5: This figure portraits the price level, with and without soft information, as a function of $CST_{Hard}^{CL} = h$. The light-blue**-region captures the price increase due to a higher number of loans downgraded and sold as lemons with soft information acquisition.

A.8.5 Secondary Market Investor’s Portfolio Quality

Conditional on soft information acquisition, an important question is whether the credit quality of the portfolio of loans sold into the secondary market deteriorates. Intuition suggests that it would, but in fact we will show that portfolio quality can actually improve. The credit quality of loans sold into the SM are, nevertheless, always inferior to loans retained by the SL due to the fact that lemons are sold first and not retained by the SL.

Define the SM investor’s ex ante (expected) portfolio quality to be $\pi_{ex-ante}^{i} \equiv \Pr_{Hard}[G|\text{rating}=G]$ using hard information only as originally defined in equation (1). The actual, ex post portfolio quality conditional on acquiring a specified quantity of soft information depends on the proportion of lemons sold into the SM relative to cherries sold. Define the proportion of lemons sold,
\( \rho^L \), as \( \rho^C = f(s)\), where \( \rho^C = 1 - \rho^L \). With this, the credit quality of the portfolio actually sold into the SM is expressed as follows:

\[
\pi_{ex-post}^i \equiv \rho^C \Pr_{Soft}[G|rating=G] + \rho^L \Pr_{Soft}[G|rating=B],
\]

(25)

where \( \Pr_{Soft}[G|rating=B] = \pi_S^{SL} \) (as given by (24)) and

\[
\Pr_{Soft}[G|rating=B] = \frac{(1 - CST_{Soft}^{SL})\hat{\pi}_G}{(1 - CST_{Soft}^{SL})\hat{\pi}_G + CST_{Soft}^{SL}(1 - \hat{\pi}_G)}.
\]

Given these relations, it is straightforward to show that, as \( CST_{Soft}^{SL} \) approaches perfection (\( \Pr(rating=G|G) = \Pr(rating=B|B) = 1 \)), the credit quality of the portfolio of secondary market loans always deteriorates relative to a hard information only regime. This result primarily occurs because lemons default with certainty and therefore don’t contribute anything to the portfolio quality measure.

But when credit scoring under soft information acquisition is imperfect, it can be the case that the credit quality of the portfolio of loans sold into the secondary market actually improves. This is because, with soft information acquisition, the loans that are reconfirmed and sold as cherries possess a higher probability of correct classification than under hard information only. At the same time, however, the downgraded loans have a relatively low (but non-zero) probability of performing well. The relative proportions of reconfirmed cherries and downgraded lemons in the sold portfolio will in combination with posterior probabilities determine the overall credit quality of loans sold into the secondary market.

In Figure 6 we plot the SM investor’s portfolio quality (as stated in equation (25)) as a function of the amount of soft information \( s \). There we confirm that when soft information takes small values (\( s < 0.05 \)), SM investors are actually better off than what they expected, whereas for larger values of \( s \) (\( s \geq 0.05 \)) portfolio quality increasingly deteriorates.

Notice that Figure 6 takes soft information as a parameter. Soft information is in fact endogenously determined in equilibrium, implying that changing the value of any parameter value that affects the SL’s optimal amount of soft information acquired will end up modifying the relationship between SM investor’s portfolio quality before and after the acquisition of soft information.
This figure portraits the ex-ante and ex-post investor’s portfolio quality as a function of soft information.

In unreported simulations we confirm that, in equilibrium, a higher market mortgage distribution rate $d$ reduces incentives for SLs to acquire soft information while the economy remains in Regime 2, consistent with the findings of Keys et al. (2010) and Dell’ Ariccia et al. (2012). This result is intuitive, since a higher distribution rate, $d_{SL}$, results in relatively fewer retained loans by the SL, which in turn decreases incentives to acquire soft information at a positive marginal cost. We can also show that in equilibrium a reduction in soft information acquisition by the SL due to increased sales distribution into the secondary market does not necessarily make SM investors worse off. This occurs because a decline in soft information acquisition reduces the quantity of lemons sold into the secondary market. In fact, in unreported simulations we find that in Regime 2 a higher $d_{SL}$ lowers soft information acquisition, making SM investors better off than what they expected. Investors only become worse off than expected when $d_{SL}$ is so high that it triggers a transition from Regime 2 to Regime 3.

A.8.6 Further relationship with the literature

This extension of the model sheds light into the skin-in-the-game bank regulation literature, which requires the loan originator to “eat some of its own cooking” through risk retention (Jaffee et al. 2009). With respect to this issue, we first note that our model implies that risk retention would increase the cost of capital for the non-bank simply due to a reduction in liquidity transfer.
Further, our model suggests that the policy could be subject to manipulation should originating lenders decide to engage in adverse selection and/or income misrepresentation. For example, we show that adverse selection incentives of non-bank lenders naturally increase in the loan retention rate, which could be an unintended consequence of the regulation. With respect to income exaggeration and other types of misrepresentation, effects depend on the source of the misrepresentation. If the borrower is the source of the problem, and the originating lender (as well as secondary market) is truly oblivious to the problem, increased retention increases credit exposure and risk of the regulated bank. Perhaps retention increases incentives of the originating lender to detect borrower misrepresentation, but it is unclear whether this was an intended part of the policy. On the other hand, should the originating lender be aware that misrepresentation is occurring, and without enforceable deterrence mechanisms in place, there is nothing preventing that lender from stuffing the secondary market loan asset pool full of lemon loans, and keeping the better stuff for itself, thus undermining the regulation.

The analysis of our extended model has certain similarities to Fishman and Parker (2015) (see also Bolton et al. 2016 and Vanasco 2017). A critical difference in model structure is that secondary market investors recognize the adverse selection problem in Fishman and Parker, whereas secondary market investors fail to fully anticipate this type of adverse selection in our model (but they are fully cognizant of borrower adverse selection). Increased precision in loan credit quality assessment increases asset prices in our model, as more loans are originated by “sophisticated” banks, whereas asset value is decreasing in information acquisition in their model. Fishman and Parker conclude that markets generally produce too much information, since market responses to information acquisition by better informed agents leads to market breakdown and other related inefficiencies. We in contrast show that in certain circumstances equilibria exist in which unsuspecting secondary market investors are selected against, yet the credit quality of their portfolio improves to improve allocative efficiency.
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